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WILSON TO ASK CONGRESS TO
BREAK RELATIONS WITH GERMANY
Believes Germany Playing for Time. Bernstorff Said
to Have Instructions, Play for Further Hold Off

W.

Back From Market
I. Luikart. of the W

I.

Luikart & Co. Dry Goods store,
returned Saturday from St Louis,
where he went to lay in the
spring and summer stock of
goods for his house.
Mr. Luikart said to the News
man: "I was very greatly impressed with the prosperous con
dition of the country. In fact
I thit;U the country is in better
condition than it has ever been.
I think there was more people in
the market than I ever saw before and these people were buy
ing heavily. We are feeling the
good times here and I bought
more gcodw than I have ever
bought."
Continuing, Mr. Luikart said:
"There was lots of rain and
snow during the several weeks
was in the East. We had but
very few pretty days when the
sun shone. New Mexico climate
has thorn all

bested."

II. Minhoff, a traveling man
from St. Louis, was in the city
this week. He enid to the News
man: "I sure Jo like thij country
I have been
out in the Plains
15 days
and have gained 7
pounds." Come to New Mexico
and grow fat.

Open on March 15

In conversation with Mr. S. A.
Jones, organizer of the Citizens'
Bank, we learned that it is the
intention of this bank to pen
its doors to the public about
thing- like the feeling- that exMarch 15.
isted today.
Mr. Jones, as well aall others
It became certain that a secre- who are directly interested' in
tary of war will be appointed at this bank, is very enthusiastic
once.
over the bright prospects ahead
Brand Whitlock. it was said on of the institution.
every hand, would bo the man,
but the white house was mum.
Residence Burns
Members of congress appeared
at the white house this morning
About 10 A. M. Wednesday
to lay before President Wilson night a thrw room hous on the
a
evidence that a strong
corner of Vigil and Thornton
is underway
to bring streets, in some unknown way,
about National legislation desir- caught fire and was soon in ashed by the German government.
es. There was no one living in
This propoganda is seeking to the house and thp fire had been
accomplish two things the stop- burning some time before it was
ping of the shipment of munitions to the allien and warning discovered and the alarm was
Americans to keep off of armed turned in. However had the
merchantmen.
alarm been promptlr given it
would have been of no avail, for
the building was too far from anv
Save The Babies
water plug to be reached by the
Baby Saving Week! What is present
amount of fire hose.
it? Why is it? It is a co opera- Better fire protection for Clovis
tive effort on the part of the is a vital need.
Women's Clubs all over the
United States during the first
Barn Burns.
week in March. Its purpose is
morning about 11
Thursday
two fold.
1.
The teaching of parents o'clock a small barn belonging
fundamental facts with regard to Tom Davenport caught fire
and soon burned to ihe ground.
to the care of babies.
2. The bringing home to the
The barn is supposed to have
community u knowledge of the caught fire from soma toy caps
facts regarding the needless being fired in a toy pistol by
passing away of its babies and a some small boys
The building
realization of the ways in which was used by J. B. Lindley as a
garage.
it must protect them.
On March 7th at 3 p. m. at the
Presbyterian church a program
Small Pox
will be given, carrying out the
cases
Several
of small pox, in
ideas mentioned. Every mother
is urged to co.ne. The details a mild form, have broken out in
of the program will be published Clovis this week. With the
proper precaution being taken
next week.
by our health authorities and all
others, we do not anticipate that
Curry County Leads
the disease will spread.
Every precaution should be
In the important matter of
poll tax collections last year, ac taken, and doubtless will be to
cording to State Superintendent prevent the disease from spread
of Public Institution, Alvin N. ing. This will probably man
White. Curry county led every the quarantining of some, and
county in the state. Mighty thereby, the curtailisg of their
fine showing, this. Yet we fell "personal liberties," but it is
short of the 100 per cent mark necessary that a few suffer for
1(5.
Let's make it 100 per the benefit of the whole, and
who will say it isn't fair?
cent this year.

On the Lusitania Matter; Washington
Tense Day.
Washington. D. C, Feb. 23 -The appearance of President
Wilson before congress in the
next few days to announce his
desirs to break off diplomatic
relations with Germany is forecasted this afternoon by high
administration officials.
One official said that this action is certain if the intimations
are correct that the German
foreign di ce id sending Ambassador von Bernstorff instructions
to play for further delay in the
termination if the Lusitania (lis
pute.
Washington today passed the
tensost d iy in recent history.
Not even before the declaration
of war on Spain wa9 there any

Citizens Bank

-

Has

-

propo-gand-

tr

$1.00 PER YEAR

25, 1916.

Mission Garage Sold.
The Western Tire and Garage
Company have bought the Mission Garage. One of the men con
nected in an official way, with
this company said to a News reporter: "It is the intention of our
company to build nineteen garages in New Mexico, at an aver-8g- e
cost of $10,000 each. Our present building- in Clovis is only
temporary. We expect to erect
garage building
an up
here. We are incorporated to do
business in New Mexico with a
capital stock of $1,000,000. Our
chain of garages will be extended over this state, Texas, Colorado, Arizona, and all the western Btates. We are building a
plant between the railroad tracks
in Farwell Texas, with offices in
Texico."
-

to-da-

Some Corn

Deming Sheriff Shot

The News man hopped into
his buzz wagon and buzzed out
to J. N. Parrotts Monday afternoon. As usual that gentleman-farme- r
was busy. He had a pair
of superfine horseB hitched to an
extra large wagon, while he,
with an extra large scoop shovel
was scooping extra large ears of
corn into the

The killing of Sheriff. D. B.
Stephens, of Luna eounty, comes
hs a distinct shock to thousands
of people in this state. Mr.
Stephens was fearless and
courageous in the discharge of
his duty. He was a terror to
the "bad" men of the country,
and his death is mourned by
hosts of Saw abiding citizens
over the entire state.
The jailor. J. C. Tabor, was
overpowered, his gun and a
small sum ef money taken from
him. He was then locked in a
cell and five prisoners made their
escape. One of the prisoners
telephoned a local garage, saying he was the Sheriff, and asking that a car be sent immediately, as he wanted to take a sick
man to a health resort some disThe car was
tance away.
brought and the driver thrown
in a cell, and the five outlaws
took the car and headed for the
An
mountains near Rincon.
hour later the jail delivery was
discovered and Sheriff Stephens
with a posse of deputies set out
in hot pursuit. The bandits being over taken a fight ensued in
which the Sheriff met death, also one of the bandits. Another
outlaw was wounded, also one
of the Sheriff's posse. Another
one of the desperadoes was captured the following day. The
other two are still at large.

afore-mentione-

d

wagon.

"This load will

round out
bushels of corn I have sold
this year," said Mr. Parrot. "I
have that pile you see there left '
There was between 200 and 800
bushels of corn in "that pile. "
This corn was grown on .10 acres
of land. "I have been here since
1906 and I have raised corn every
year. I have had corn to sell
every year save two" said Mr.
1000

Parrott.
n
Thi3
has
Enlarges Grocery Business
1835 bushels of grain
thrashed
We were in error last week
this season besides his Indian
when we stated that J. A,
.'i0
farmer-stockma-

Me-farl- in

had bought the Busby
stock of groceries. A. B, Austin
proprietor of the Model Grocery
is the man who purchased this
stock.
Mr. Austin has enlarged, and
otherwise changed this stock of
groceries until this is now one of
the neatest and most thoroughly
and down to
up
grocery stores in the city.
R. H. Mann, an experienced
groceryman fromQuanah, Texas
is in active charge.
Mr. Austin said to the News
man: "The people in that part
of town need and deserve a first
c'..js
"tore, and it is m
intention to keep this store in
operation at the same old stand,
and make it one of the very best
in town. I will keep in stock
there a clean, fresh stock of
groceries always and sell at
e

right prices."
Stockman's Convention
with pleas
ure, an invitation to attend the
Sixteenth Annual Panhandle and
Southwestern Stockman's Convention, which convenes in At
buquerque, March 7, 8 and 9.
The biggest hearted bunch of
red blood Americans that ever
assembled is these cattle men.
We would "shore" line to go.
and if our bank account hasn't
vanishing
dwindled to
"pint." we think we will go and
rub up against that bunch of
big hearted, big brained
We acknowledge,

the

corn, ami the produce from
acres he did not thrash.
Mr. Parrott has a small bunch
of good cows, horses, hogs, and
chickens. Hi has a real good
conhome, with many modern
veniences, and is really living
to
and enjoying life. Come
Curry county New Mexico and
quit having the "blues."

V J. Hagan, a traveling man
from Princeton Illinoise, was in
Clovis for two days this week.
Said he to a News reporter: "I
J. L. Walling, financier, capiam simply delighted with your talist and bloated bond holder,
town and country. That is why of Farwell. Texas, was looking

remained over here for two after business here Wednesday.
1 expect ' .6 close ob.my
W. A. Alley of the Locust
business in Chicago and move to
community, is here attendGrove
country."
That's
this Plains
ing court this week,
the way all the wise ones talk.
I

day 8.

Program to be Delivered Saturday Night, at the
Lyceum Theater, By Johnson's Band
Cupero
March, "Honey Boys on Parade"
..Lampe
Remicks Song Hits For 1916
Alabama Jubilee
(Synopsis) Introduction
In Old Maderia. The Wedding of Sunshine and Roses, The Sweetest Girl in Monterey, Circus Day in Dixie. I'm on My Way to
Doublin Bay, Molly Dear Its You I am After, Tulip Time in
Holland.
My Old Kentucky Home, Variations for all Instruments.
Arnold Cisaneros
Incidental Solos for Clarinet,
" " Baritone
"
.Frank Dvis
King
Waltz, "Moonlight on the Nile."
"Booster Rag;'
Rags. "Memphis Blues"
'.
Fulton
Medley Overture, "Indian Maiden"
Jewell
March. "The Guy".
A good program of uictures. no extra admission.

- - -

SPRING SHIRTS

SPRING SHIRTS!

!

The excellence of our Shirts and our immense Shirt trade has styled us as the Shirt
Store of the Town! No store gives the study of Shirt fashions and Shiri. making more serious thought than we do. The result is our high achievement in the Shirt business!
Our Shirtings are of the best of fabrics and our shirts are made for our trade exclusively. The handsome new designs and colorings we show are in advance of those shown by
other dealers. Everything new in Madras and genuine Percales, Suoisette, Linen and Silk
Cuffs Etc.
Attached Cuffs, Soft Turn-bac- k

Mandell Clothing and Dry Goods Gompany
"THE STORE OF QUALITY'

KING

PETER

OF SERBIA

GOING

r?

GIRLS! GIRLS! TRY IT,

EXILE

INTO

'

,

BEAUTIFY YOUR HAIR
Make It Thick, Glossy, Wavy, Luxuriant and Remove Dandruff Real
8urprlse for You.
Tour hair becomes light, wavy, flufas soft, lustrous and beautiful as a young glrl'a
after a "Danderlne hair cleanse." Just
try this moisten a cloth with a little
Danderlne and carefully draw It
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time. This will cleanse
the hair of dust, dirt and excessive oil
and In Just a few moments you have
doubled the beauty of your hair.
Besides beautifying the hair at once.
Danderlne dissolves every particle of
dandruff; cleanses, purines and Invigorates the scalp, forever stopping Itching and falling hair.
But what will please you most will
be after a few weeks' use when you
will actually see new hair one and
downy at Drat yes but really new
hair growing all over the scalp. It
you care for pretty, soft balr and lota
of it, surely get a 25 cent bottle of
Knowlton's Danderlne from any store
and Just try H. Adv.
fy, abundant and appears

j.tr.
President's Attempt to Put

World Into Two Camps

When It came time for the president to arranso for the
to the diplomatic corps this winter, Mr. Wilson and
his social, military and diplomatic assistants found themselves up ni?uliiHt a
hard proposition, due to the Europcon
war. From the first it was evident
THSoriE
two dinners must be given, and
that
NUMBER
ID
o the president undertook to divide
the diplomatic world of WaHhington
MID
Into two camps, each i which would
be harmonious.
First, he put In camp No. 1 the
""
entente powers, and In camp No. 2 the
central powers. So far, so good. Then,
closing his ears to the whisperings of
those who professed to know the sentiment of the neutral countries, Mr.
diplomatic book issued by the state
Wilson took the little
department and placed In camp No. 1 the first neutral representative on the
list. The next he put In the second camp, and alternating thus, be had the
world divided Into camps, with the United States standing between.
It was an ingenious though simple plan, and seemed to give assurance
of peace at the festive board. But on second thought the chief executive
gave it up and adopted another. The belligerent leuders of euch camp were
left as they were, but along with each of these groups the representative
of all the neutral countries were invited.
So peace rclgnud anyhow, am
the lucky neutrals had two dinners instead of one

WASHINGTON.

"iitlAi

,"li'fl'riilf"--J-rrJirt-l"f'fii'- -"

T"1"

-

'"

1

,niMf

in,

..nii.-..i.im.vii,-

.

cart, on bis way out
Tbia remarkable and historical picture shows Peter, king of Serbia, seated on an
of the country (or which he (ought so bravely. The vehicle used as a royal coach had been an ammunition wagon.
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m
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Little Incident

in

a Street Car

in

Washington

wabbly woman, overburdened with whut you might literally call s
A FAT.
game bag filled with trophies of tho day's bargain hunt, entered a
crowded car. No man showed symptoms of chivalry, and as a fat, wabbly
woman dangling at a strap makes a
somewhat distressing show of herself,
a young woman arose and gave up her

in

Doing His Psrt.
"Honestly, now, would you fight for
your country If war broke out?"
"Well," answered the thoughtful
man, "maybe I wouldn't fight, on account of gas bombs, liquid lire and
thiiiKS llko that, but I would gladly
sacrlllce my business and work night
and duy to raise recruits."

QUIT MEAT IF KIDNEYS
BOTHER AND USE SALTS
Take a Glass of Salts Before Breakfast If Your Back Is Hurting or
Bladder la Irritated.

If you must have your meat every
day, eat It, but Hush your kidneys with
alts occasionally, says a noted authorseat
ity who tells us that meat forms urlo
s
This act of courtesy aroused no
acid which almost paralyzes the
in their efforts to expel It from
belated gallantry in the man passengers, each of whom read his paper or
the blood. They become sluggish and
looked bluntly satisfied and uncaring,
weaken, then you suffer with a dull
as, of course, he had a right to do tt
misery In the kidney region, sharp
be wished.
pains In the bark or sick headache,
dizziness, your stomach sours, tongue
After a bit a mart boarded the car.
Is coated and when the weathor Is bad
saw the girl, cordially shook her free
you have rheumutlc twinges.
The
hand and said to her In the voice of
urine gets cloudy, full ol sediment, the
one who owns the world and all there is In It:
"If you want to hear me spoak here's your chance. Come up to tlu chanuols often got sore and Irritated,
obliging you to seek relief two or
capltol with me now for luncheon. Mary will be there."
"Thank you. not this time, senator. We have a tea on hand for th three times during the night.
"
To neutralize these Irritating acids,
afternoon. Try to look In on us
And to cleanse the kidneys and flush off
Our home men are not toadies, but there are always exceptions.
they happened to bo in tho car. Every nowsjiupcr lost Us lure for tlie tho body's urinous watte get lour
ounces of Jad Salta from any pharreader masked behind its pages. Every stolid paHHcngor who had ignored macy
here; take a tablespoonful In a
the mere everyday woman who had givon them an object lesson in unselfishness became simultaneously solicitous to place his share of the car at the glass of water before breakfast for a
few days and your kldnoys will then
senutor and bis friend.
disposal of the booming-tonesalts is made
Neither paid any attention, thanks be; and thut was all there was to act fine. This famous
from the acids of grapes and lemon
it except that
Juice, combined with llthla, and has
It was anly another proof of a now generally accepted fuct that young been used for generations to flush and
way
a
are acquiring
women who go out in the world to battle for right of
stimulate sluggish kidneys, also to
protective tenderness for all who are old and helpless a protective tender- neutralize the
acids In urine, so It no
ness which men are throwing aside, and which selfish,
longer Irritates, thus ending bladder
women and girls never did have, aud never will.
weakness.
Jad Suits Is Inexpensive; cannot Injure, and makes a dellKhtf il effervesAuthorities cent
r
Foreign Lotteries Worrying
drink. Adv.
kid-noy-

VVT

These Oernian troops on the eastern front evidently do hot mind a snowstorm, for they are enjoying tbolr
hot rations at a field kitchen. In the background are transport wagons.

RESCUERS

OF MANY ARMENIANS

7.

"

LEADER

OF MONTENEGRINS

S:

I
it

i

f

Postal

i

lithla-wate-

Why

He Was The e.

"How do you happen to be
the number of government lotteries abroad, as the war drags
INCREASE is forcing United States postal authorities to bo rBpccially prison ?"
"It Is the result of an accident."
watchful to prevent their advertisement in this country. Tho lotteries are

In,

In

given publicity In tho United States
in two ways, It Is snld at the post ofIndividual letters
fice department.
ii
are written to American citizens In an
tickeffort to Induce them to
ets and news stories are circulated of
fabulous sums won.
Letters soliciting clients, If they
1
fall into tho department's hands, never
Some get
reach their destinations.
This is General Martinovich, the asthrough tho department if on the out
tute military leader of the Monteneside they do not present suspicion
grins who opposed the plan of surappearance. All the suspected letter
rendering to the Austrlans and took
United States Consul and Mrs. Jesse B. Jackson In the parlor of lliu command of the troops that sought to are diverted and opened. With news stories the department does not find
American consulate at Aleppo, 8yrla. The Armenians say that It was solely make their way to safety through A- it so easy to deal. The solicitor's office of the department holds thut any
owing to the energetic action of Mr. Jackson, who adopted a strong atti- lbania.
news story advertising a lottery must be barred from the mails. Under the
tude with the Turkish military authorities, that thousands of Armenian
department's ruling this moans any story giving publicity to a lottery. It
lives In Aleppo and in the surrounding regions were saved. Mrs. Jackson
does not have to be a paid advertisement.
CAPTOR
HIS
FROM
SMOKE
masIs a great favorite In the highest social circles In Aleppo. During the
Many news stories of European lotteries have been printed recently, the
sacres of the Armenians, the rooms at the American consulate were packed
department says, which approach clOBoly a violation of the law. A story
with Christians. Mr. Jackson's home is In Paulding, O.
that mentions the name of a winner or winners of a lottery Is held to be
a distinct violation. A story, too, that might bn expected to attract such
attention to a lottery that readers would Investigate la held to be a violation.
BRITISH DESTROYER SUNK BY TURKS
Most of the lotteries being carried on in Europe now are for war ben
Pts. Hospitals, the wounded, soldiers' dependents and other war victim
are aided.

.1.

"You ran over Honieotio with your
auto?"
"No, mu'iiin; I fell over a chair and
waked up the owner of thu house."

pun-bas-

lilt

r

Uncle Sam Looks After the Health of the Oyster

FRUIT LAXATIVE

Foyi m

"California Syrup of Figs" can't
harm tender stomach,
liver and bowek

Every mother realizes, fter giving
her children "Callforpls Syrup of
Figs" that this Is their Ideal laxative,
because they love its pleasant taste
and it thoroughly cleanses the tender
little stomach, liver and bowels without griping.
When cross. Irritable,

or

feverish,

breath Is bad, stomach sour, look at
the tongue, mother! If coated, give a
teaspoonful of this harmless "fruit
laxative," and In a few hours all tha

foul, constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food passes out of the bowels, and you have a well, playful child
mora of the hundred million Inhabitants of this country
that
again. When Ita little system Is full
DESIROUS
oysliving
In
In
near
good
which
waters
fortune
the
their
cold, throat sore, has stomach-ache- ,
ters grow better than anywhere else In the world, the federal government If of
Indigestion, colic rememdiarrhoea,
doing all that It can to Increase tha
ber, a good "Inside cleaning" should
consumption of this cheapest of anialways be the first treatment given.
BETH
mal foods.
Millions of mothers keep "California
For a generation the bureau of
Syrup of Figs" handy; they know a
fisheries of the department of comteaspoonful today saves a sick chiltf
merce baa made a study of the oyster,
tomorrow. Ask at the store for a
and has revealed details of Its life
bottle of "California Syrup of
history that have made possible Its
I
Figs." which has directions for babies,
I
propagation with Increasing success,
children of all ages and grown-upand to such an extent that its price
printed on the bottle. Adv.
has remained practically the same for
Jrt-v.
It
k
I
tm urn
I:
f
25 yours. More recently the bureau
Just a Suggestion.
of chemistry of the department of
"I'm still waiting for yuu to pay uie
agriculture and the public health service of the treasury department have
that $5 you owe me, Pobson."
In a sanitary survey of the oyster beds of the Atlantic
Serbian youngster, been
This
"Oh, don't let that worry you."
German detention coast, vhlch has resulted In the closing of thoso found to be In any way
a prisoner In
"That's what I'm trying to do, but
camp, Is happy regardless of the fact polluted. The work of Its various agencies has been so thorough that the I would feel greatly encouraged If you.
government
oysters
announces
more
are
sanitary
and
that
than
better
evei
parents
that the whereabouts of his
would let it worry you occasionally."
are unknown. His costume Is a non- before.
In
regulations
concerning oyster beds the
the enforcement of sanitary
descript one, being made up of "sawed
Being Up to Date.
federal government has, of course, been restricted to oysters entering Inter
off" trousers and cast off apparel.
"A little bird told me."
commerce,
by
good
state
various
with
states
but
of
effects
the
torpedo-boat
Louis
destroyer
Photograph of the sinking of the llrltlsii
"Don't say that; say that you got 14
federal work have been extended practically all over tha countrv.
The sardine catclt In Europe has t
by wireless."
wblco was destroyed by the Turks after tt had stranded and had been
great
failure.
been
a
abandoned by Its crew.
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THE CLOVIS NEW8

NEW BLOCK

SIGNAL

SYSTEM

IN USE

VOIIDERFUL PROGRESS TURKEYS

III CANADA

StlAKEJINTERS

rj1"1
J

f

System of Block 8lgnale In Which Rows of Electric Lights Are Employed
for Giving tha 8tandard 8amsphore Indication!.

LATE SIGNAL

SYSTEM

METHOD DOES AWAY WITH U8E
OF THE SEMAPHORE.

White Electrle Lights on a Black
Background Are Being Used by a
Prominent Eastern Railroad-S- aid
to Work Well.

FEW

NEW

LINES

IN

1915

Railroad Construction During tha Past
Year Has Been Comparatively
Unimportant.
In tho United States In 1915 only
933 miles of new railroad were constructed, as against 1,532 In 1914 and
3,071 In 1913. The total waa the small-

est since 18C4. The longest new construction for any one state waa Pennsylvania with 98 miles. There are now
Semaphores are done away with and
about 243,000 miles of railroad In the
semaphore
indlcattona
the standard
whole country. Ot this 38,661 miles
lights
by
white electric
are given
were In receivership at the close of
In
a
background
mounted on a black
year. The statistics have been
new system of block signals now be- the
compiled by the Railway Age Gazette.
ing Installed on an eastern railroad.
The number of freight cars built In
The lights are so arranged on the
year was 74,112, against 104,541
board that the three positions ot a the 1914
and 207,684 In 1913, and the
semaphore arm, horizontal, diagonal, in
of locomotives and passenger
and vertical, are Imitated by the rowa number
was smaller than In any
of lights, and these signals are used cars built except 1908.
years
recont
night.
by
Two
aq
by day
well as
The length of railroads In the
boards, corresponding to two eena-phor- e
arms, are used for each track, United States operated under the block
signal system .on January 1 of this
the upper board constituting the atop year
was 97,809 miles, an Increase of
signal and the lower board the cauThe automatlo
the year.
tionary signal. When a train enters 9,677 In
mileage waa 31,160, an
the block the horizontal row of lights block signal
1,471 miles since 1914.
on each board Is lighted, giving the Increase of
Limiting of incom by government
stop signal to any following train.
Is blamed by the Railway
When the train passes out of the block, regulation
Age
for the email expendiGazette
which is 3,n00 font long, the horizonfor extensions and Improvetal row on the upper board Is lighted, tures
while the lights on the lowor board ments, and It adds that the situation
owing to a change In
remain horizontal. This Is the cau- la Improving,
tionary signal, meaning "Proceed, pre- public and official aentiment toward
pared to stop at next signal." After the roads.
The new railroad construction In
the train reaches' the third block
ahead, the lower board, if no other Canada last year waa 718 miles, as
train has entered the block In the aguinst 1,978 In 1914, and In Mexico
meantime, also changes to the diag- It was 36 5 mllea as compared with
onal row of lights, indicating that the none In 1914.
track Is clear for three block ahead.
Popular Mechanics Magazine.
WILL HAVE DIAMOND SMILE
COLLEGE SONGS THAT LIVE

Kansas Chauffeur Haa Had Effective
"Sparkler" 8et In One of His
Gold Teeth.

Really Notable Pieces of Musio That
Are Connected With Universities
Some people walk around their chalt
of the United States.
to change their luck; others hunt for
left hind foot of a rabbit. William
Every person who bns seen a pha- tho
(Smiley) Rutledge, a colored chauflanx of Princeton Btndents standing feur and houseman, has sprung a
with heads uncovered and singing the brand new scheme, snys a Wichita
sonorous and majestic college anthem (Kan.) dispatch to
tho New York
has thoiiKht with regret of the death World. Ho Is having a diamond
of Professor Langlotz. the writer of
mounted on ono of his teeth. Every
"Old Nassau."
time "Smiley" smiles one of his golden
Professor Lnnglotz was a man of real umllos It will bo moro than golden, for
mimical attainments; ho had played Smiley is Introducing the "diamond
under the direction of Wagner, and smile" to Wichita.
he had written various oratorios and
When a dentist, who Is building a
ambitious productions, yet this song, now set of front teeth for Smiley, gets
hurriedly composed Is far moro widely through the happy colored man will
known thou anything else he wrote in have a mouth filled with gold, and
his long rnreer.
from the front of one of tho gold teeth
Yale and Harvard also have songs will gleam a dinmond about an eighth
which always bring the students to of a carat in size.
their font and pull their hats from
When a boy ho climbed down Into a
their heads. Drown has "Alma Mater," well and a playmate dropped a stone
one
by
of
sophomore,
the
a
written
on him. The rock hit him on top ot
best college hymns. Amherst men the hend and caved In a part of the
stand uncovered when they sing, "To skull. A physician took out the crushthe Fairest," the words and music ed bone and Inserted a silver plate.
written by a student of the class of
l!t0.1,
and Williams has the oldest
8ashless Window Pane for Care.
American college song written by an
The last vestige of wood entering
undergraduate.
This undergraduate Into the design of the modern passenwas the distinguished clergyman, Dr. ger coach has disappeared In the utiWashington Gladden, a member of the lization of
the sashless window frame.
class of '8f9, who wrote "The Moun- The sash Is dispensed with entirely
tains" while teaching school during a and Its place Is taken by a piece of
winter vacation. Among New Eng- plate glass covering the entire winland schools, ton. Tufts has two excel- dow opening. The glass Is held rather
lent songs, 'Tear Alma Mater." state- firmly In place between two strips on
ly and fine, and "The nrown and Blue,"
each aide of heavy felt, between
more popular In character, the words which It Is moved with a alight efby
David
U fort, but the adhesion ot the felt and
Prof.
of both written
Matilsby.
glass surface Is sufficient to hold the
pane at any point that the passenger
Safety at Railroad Crossings.
may desire.
The movement of the glass Is faciliAlthough many people are beginning to think that the man who tated by two knobs secured to the
meets disaster by racing a railway pane near the top, which also serve
train to a crossing la worthy ot little the purpose of preventing the glass
svmpathy, still there are enough gen- from dropping below the sill when
uine accldenta to atlmulate sugges- lowered to Ita fullest extent for the
tions for Increasing aafoty at these admission of air. The upper edge of
points. One apparently effective plan the glass Is protected by a narrow
recently proposed is to turn the road edging of metal. The opening being
at a right angle near the track and at the top and over the heada of the
continue It parallel with the tracks occupanta of the car, there la no unfor a short distance before crossing pleasant blast of air.
the same by another right angle turn.
Must Bring Railroad to Date.
This would compel an automobile to
The board of public utilities comslow down before crossing the tracks,
and ahould Insure the safety of the missioners haa handed down a deciaverage driver. Unfortunately there sion ordering the Philippine road, on
are very many places where euch an Its Cebu lines, to Install better lights
arrangement la Impossible. Scien- In Its second and third class coaches,
and to supply to all passengers Inditific American.
vidual drinking cupa at a nominal
cost The company la also forbidden
Wrong Again.
"Do you see that fellow talking to to permit more passengers than there
are Beats to ride In the coaches.
the girl in blue?"
"Yes."
Large Order for Fruit Cars.
"Ho writes two moving picture sceThe Northern Pacific railroad baa
narios every week."
"I'm a poor Judge of character. 1 ordered 2.000 cars especially for hanhad h'ni sized up as a deep thinker" dling fruit Cost, 13,500,000.

ACT AS

It Is Over the Hill Splendid
Bank Clearings, and the Crop
Returns Reveal Vast Possibilities for the Future.
"There are opportunities for Investment in Canada now that may prove
attractive to American capital. Land
prices In the west are low and wages
less than on this side of tho line, and
whatever the outcome of the war, the
future of the Dominion, Is assured as
one of prosperity In the development
of Its vast resources." Chicago Tribune.
A short time ago the Canadian government asked for private subscriptions to a loan of fifty million dollars.
Less than a month was given for comOn Nopletion ot the subscription.
vember 80th. tbe day upon which subscriptions were to cease, it waa found
that 110 million of dollars had been
subscribed or 60 million dollars more
than the amount asked. If there were
any so pessimistic as to imagine that
Canada waa passing through a period
of hard timea the wonderful showing
of this subscription should put aside
all doubts ot Canada's rapidly increasing prosperity.
Tbe bank clearings of Winnipeg for
1915 were a billion and a half of dollars. Think ot It. Then, in addition,
there were the bank clearings ot the
other cities throughout Western Canada. Regina, Saskatoon and Moose
Jaw also show big increase In clearings. The Winnipeg statistics show
that the city baa done tbe biggest
financial, commercial and industrial
business in Its history in 1915. A
billion and a half are big clearings,
representing business on a per capita basis of over $7,000 per head for
every man, woman and child in tbe
city, and haa gone ahead of big manufacturing cities like Buffalo, and
runs a close second to Detroit It
baa shown bigger bank clearinga than
the middle west cltiea of Minneapolis
and Duluth, and baa exceeded Los
Angeles, Seattle and other noted shipping centers. It la now side by aide
with the ten biggest cities in North
America In amount of bank clearinga.
But because the war helped Canada
recover quickly from a natural economic depression it does not follow
that, at tbe end of tbe war, the country must suffer a relapse, and straightway return to a state of Inactivity and
hard timea.
A Winnipeg paper, with a
reputation for conservatism in
economic matters says:
Canada's undeveloped fields should
prove a mighty factor after the war in
adjusting the country's business from
one period to another. The staggering
figures of this year's crop, showing Increases in production of 60 per cent
over last year, give a alight Idea of the
future wealth stored in vast stretches
ot prairie plain yet untouched by the
Asplow. The Northwest
sociation on September 1 estimated
that tbe wheat crop of the three Prairie
Provinces would amount to 250.800 000
bushels. On November 10 that estimate was increased to 807.230.000
The Dominion government
bushels.
on September 13 estimated the Western wheat crop at 275.772,200 bushels,
but on October 15 those figures were
changed to 304.200,000 bushels.
Monetary Returna for the Western
Crop.
And tbe amount of money which the
west Is receiving for Its grain has not
Up to
yet been wholly appreciated.
the 10th of December the Canadian
west had received some 170 million
dollars for 182 million bushels ot Its
grain crop, of which 149 million bushels was wheat. The average price ot
No. 1 Northern wheat for September
cents; for October 98V4
waa 93
cents, and for the first three weeks of
November 11.03. On the 10th or
December there was fully 120 million
bushels of wheat to be marketed. This
would leave about 80 million bushels
for local consumption In the Prairie
Provinces.
Bradstreet says:
"Confidence seems to have returned
In Canada; grain crops are exceptionally large, prices pay the farmer, and
r
lines provide work and
the
aid in circulating much money. Credit
is more freely granted, and interior
merchants are disposed to buy rather
liberally." Advertisement
well-know- n

Hau .....

Real

Prophet

"They say a cool wave's coming."
"Yes, I know It is; I forgot to
match that sample for my wife."

home!"

HEAT FLASHES,
DIZZY, NERVOUS
Mrs. Wynn Tells How Lydia

Scnntor Sor
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Spot Reptiles, Give Alarm and the
ghum. "I told them I was going to
Compound Helped Her
Ranch Owner Does the
see If I couldn't straighten out a few
DuringChange of Life.
government between
problems
the
for
Rest.
now and spring. That cheered them
Richmond, Va.
"After taking
up a great deal."
. Pinkham's
aeven bottles of Lydia
"To what problems did you have ref
Vegetable comA TRUE SNAKE STORY erence?"
pound I feel like a
"Oh, nothing In particular. I never
I alnew woman.
go into details with my constituents
ways had a headache
If you go to explaining things, you
during the Change
The Writer Admlte It Himself ( and to are liable to make them sound so easy
of Life and was also
Anyone Who Doubta the Tale
they
thinking
get
to
that the voters
troubled with other
He Will Exhibit the
don't need you." Washington Star.
bad feelings comFarm aa Proof.
mon at that time-di- zzy
spells, nervous
RED, ROUGH, SORE HANDS
feelings and heat
Pueblo, Colo. Nineteen rattlosnakei
flashes. Now I am
In ten days Is the score, being within May Be Soothed and Healed by Use
health
In
one of an actual score, that stands to
of Cutloura. Trial Free.
than I ever was and recommend your
the credit of Mrs. Robert White of
Nothing bo soothing and healing for remedies to all my friends. "Mrs. Lena
the Sllcam country.
Wynn, 2812 E. O Street, Richmond, Va.
Last summer Mrs. White raised tur- red, rough and irritated hands as
While Change of Life is a most critSoap and Cutlcura Ointment.
keys and depressed rattlesnakes. Over
ical period of a woman's existence, the
200 turkeys perched the rccsts and Soak hands on retiring in hot Cuticura
ridge polea of the White farm dur- soapsuds. Dry, and gently anoint hands annoying symptoms which accompany
It may be controlled, and normal health
ing tbe dark hours last fall, hut all with Cutlcura Ointment A
restored by the timely use of Lydia E.
summer long during the daytime they treatment works wonders.
wandered afar. With the first streak
Free sample each by mall with Book. rinkham'a Vegetable Compound. sense
Such warning symptoms are a
of the coming dawn there were Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. L,
of suffocation, hot flashes, headaches,
streaks, also, of turkeys. Far and Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
backachea, dread of impending evil,
wide they skirmished pasture and
timidity, aounds in the ears, palpitation
Suggested by the Walter.
plain for grasshoppers and, It may be
eyes,
no one comGuest Waiter, 1 wish you'd let me of the heart, sparks before the apnoted, parenthetically,
variable
plained of a shortage In the grass- have a knife that'a sharp enough to irregularities, constipation,
petite, weakness and inquietude, and
hopper crop last fall. They were cut this steak.
turkey's
everywhere In evidence a
Waiter Sorry, sir, but we don't dizziness.
For these abnormal conditions do not
paradise, nut the White turkeys, and keep our knives sharp. Maybe you
to take Lydia E. Pinkham's Yege
fail
there were bronze ones, too, discov- could use the stoak as a strop, sir, table Compound.
ser- and sharpen your knife up a bit.
ered the
pent 19 of them!
Now a turkey and a rattlesnake are
discordant elements, particularly the
turkey. The yell that a turkey emits
on stumbling upon a rattlesnake Is
"a caution to snakes" one shrilling
shriek which runs tbe entire gamut
XKet Content! 15 Fluid Drachma,
of an awful horror, despair, protest
and vengeance, to terminate in a
For Infants and Children.
piercing climax of strident turkey deagain,
and
dees
it
And It
struction.
It keeps it up, and other turkoyc come
and merge their united voices into
wall of a hopeless
one prolonged
agony that would tear barnacles from
the keel of the "ship that never comes
in." Then they form a cordon of
turkeys in an active state of chronic
ALCOHOL-- 3 PBIt t".i:NT.
eruption, so to speak, around tbe repA Vegetable Plvpamlion for
tile and sing the second verse and
the chorus and then a mixture of
Ikwis of
Unit the Sloiasf
verse and chorus and they keep that
up, individual turkeys throwing hand
springs and high bawls over the scene
of action until the snake doesn t know
Promotes Diticslion.Cliecrful-ncs- s
wether It's a foot or a horseback.
mid nV.st.Oonlnins neither
Onitiin.Morpliinc nor MinraU.
Scored Every Time.
Well, when the White turkeys got
Not
Into one ot these rattlesnake ghost
"First-rate,- "

replied

llil
Ills!

better

Cutl-cur-

e

one-nig-

re

u

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

Always
Bears tho
Signature.
of

sMr

Narcotic.

Air Stnnm

ioiMlf

SU3

BmJwyw

aBa--

,

A rwrlecl Remedy rorOonsfipiF
Won. Sour StoinfH.h.Diiirrhoca.
Worms. Fcvmhnes! und.

Ji

Loss of Sleep
Slrfnaiiirv

For Over

of

Thirty Years

Tub centaur company

NEW YORK.
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Ex net Ctvpv of Wrapptr

One Shrllllna Shriek.

tmi

Her 8ixth Sense.
"Mrs. Gabber is gifted with a sixth
sense."
"And what Is thst, pray?"
"Inexhaustibility."

dances Mrs. White always heard the
hullabaloo, and she'd sally to the
Red Crow Bag Blue make the laundreae
rescue, knowing the snake would pre- hippy, malcea clothe whiter than Snow.
fer a morciful death to Instant Insan- All good grocers. Adv.
ity and Immediate annihilation.
How He Enjoyed It.
The turkeys were always honest
"How do you enjoy your motor
about It, never raising any false alarm,
but on 19 special occasions within a cycle?"
"Fine! All 1 need 1b a coat of tar
period of ten days they went through
a paroxysm such as the Spectator has ii n (I feathers to feel like a bird."
attempted to describe and Mrs. White
got a rattlesnake every time. Pueblo
PREPAREDNESS I
Spectator.
To Fortify The System Against aril
MAN IS LOCKED

IN BOX CAR

LAXATIVE BKOMO
whea Grip it
ihi eonblnatioa
QUININE tbould b lakta,
ot Quinine wttb othvr intradienta. dsnron
and thuf
and
Tonio
Laiaiiva
a
Iflrmi aoti at
tha tjtlan in eooditlos to witbuand
it
Innuanaa.
emir ont
Tbara
Cod, Crip and
' BROMO QUININE."
K. W GROVE'S
air
aalara oe boa. sso.

Subsists for Week on Apples and Is k.pt
Arrested Trying to Cut Way
to Freedom.

Snubbed.
Firemen Reecued a Pet Cat
Shall we get married?
Columbus, O. Flreraea responded
you
do tc a recent alarm at Flora and Dech-ne- r
Miss Bright I shall. What
ta of no Interest to me.
avenuea, where an excited woman
could only paint to the top of a teleWe Have.
graph pole where her pot cat was
"Money talks."
reposing In apparent comfort The fire"Yes, and have you ever notloed men rescued tbe feline which, it was
eiaimed, had been In the air 36 hours.
that Poverty llkee to ltstenr

The oftener a man fails tbe more he
Is addicted to the advice giving habit.
Don't keep a good movement
hand: put It on foot at once.

on

iJ

mil

umn iokhny.

Ntw Tea

env.

Make the Liver
Do its Duty
Nine times in ten when the liver k)
right the stomach and bowels are right
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
Kently but firmly com
"
paevaBYe
pel a lazy liver to a M
Jl .I1H I r K 11
do its duty.
Cures Con
stipation, In- dif eabon.
B

Aw

Sick

Headache.
and Diatreaa After Eating.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICK

Genuine

pr.lnt

Kansas City, Mo. To be locked for
nearly a week In total darkness In a
leaded with apples; to subsist
To keen clean and healthy take Dr. box car
Pierce's Fleaaant Pellets. They regulate wholly on the fruit during that time,
liver, bowels and stomach. Adv.
and then arrested while trying to cut
his way to freedom, was the experiReal Hard Luck.
ence which James McMahon, a laborer,
"What are you crying for, Willie T" haa just passed through.
"I've got a toothache and there ain't
Jerome Hodson, a special officer,
no school to stay home from."
was passing a closed car in the C. & A.
yards when a queer scraping sound InIf yon wlah beautiful, clear white side attracted him. Yelling an Inquiry,
slothes, use Red Cross Bag Blue. At all
Hodson received a reply, seemingly
good grocers. Adv.
whispered.
Hodson unlocked the door, and McA Ton at a Time.
"Do you think coal will be high this Mahon, weakened and emaciated, lay
In the center of a pile of corea on tbe
winter?"
Inside.
"Not very high, in my coal bin."

Jack Blunt

I

Profitable Mystery.
"How did you leave all the folks out

Grain-Dealer-

war-orde-

I.

Cutting Winds and Dune It Rentorne,
Refreshes and Promotes Eye Health.
Good for ail Eyes that Need Car.
Murlnn Eye Remedy Co Chicago,
Sends Eye Book on requeue

BLACK

must bear

Signature

LOSSES
SURELY PRtVENTEl
tT Canafa Blaaktof Pint.
priftHl. frwKj ratutila: prrrrd aa

tatt

artiara
athar vaaalata tall.
Wma for booklet and tailmoaUla,
saaa. Statu
Piua ll.aa
ptaa. Slartla Pllla 4.0
Taa anr Inferior, but Cuttara bMt
Tha anpariorlty of Cutur produrta la riua to war it
aad aarana aaly.
fairs of aaBparUllilne InIf vaaalnta
unoMaloabla, ordar rftm-t- .
Cuttar'a.
laalat
Barbara
THS 6UTTCS LABOSATOSV,
Oallfarals

"
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WHAT IS URIC ACID?
THE CAUSE OP BACKACHE, RHEUMATISM, LUMBAGO
Ever since the discovery of uric acid
the blood by Scheele, In 17T5, and
the bad effect It had upon the body,
scientists and physicians have striven
to rid the tissues and the blood ot
Decause of Its overthis poison.
abundance In the system it causes
backache, pains here and there, rheumatism, gout, gravel, neuralgia and
sciatica. It was Ir. Pierce who discovered a new agent, called "Anurlc,"
which will throw out and completely
eradicate this uric scld from the system. "Anuric" is 37 times more potent than fifnia, and consequently you
tveed no longer fear muscular or articular rheumatism or gout, or many
In

other diseases which are dependent oa
an accumulation ot uric acid within
the body. Send to Dr. Pierce ot the
invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute,
lluffalo, N. Y., for a pamphlet on
Anuric,' or send 10 cents for a trial
package ot "Anuric" Tablets.
feelIf you feel that tired, worn-ou- t
ing, backache, neuralgia, or if your
sleep Is disturbed by too frequent
urination, go to your best store and
ask for Dr. Plerce'B "Anuric."
Dr. Pierce's reputation 1b back of
this medicine and you know that his
"Pleasant Pellets" for the liver and his
"Favorite Prescription" for the Ills of
women have had a splendid repuUtloa
tor the past fifty years.

Doing Many Things

The Clovis News

Not every fellow can do more
than one thing successfully.
There are some, however, whe
The News Printing Company
can. Wm. Ogg seems to be one
Publishers.
of those fellows.
He, with Mrs. Boss, is operEntered at the post office at
ating
verv successfully, the Ogg
second
M.
class
Clovis, N.
as
Boes
Cafe on South Main,
latter under the act of March '&
feeds oodles of hungry
he
where
S. 1879.
folks. He employs nine helpers
and keeps open night and day.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
That is not all. He and Mrs.
$1.00
One Year
Boss,
some fivs months ago,
50c
Biz Months
bought a well improved six acre
tract of land one and a fourth
Deinucrafic in Politic
mile east from Main. Here they
have over 200 chickens, 40 hogs,
12 head of cattle some turkeyB,
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
duck, two head of sheep and two
horses. This they have accumuFor Senator
lated during the past five
We are authorized to announce months, not to mention the 10
the name of L. C. Mersfelder as hogs butchered for the restaua candidate for the State Senate rant, also the big numbers of
from Curry county, subject to chickens, turkeys etc, and the
the action of the Democratic eight hogs sold outright.
party.
That is a pretty good showing
for a busy, business man. But
For Treasurer
that is not all. Wm. Ogg owns
We are aurthorized to annouce a good 160 acre farm, of which
the name of R. E. Brown as 100 acres is in cultivation, 50
candidate for the office of Treas. acres being sowed to wheat.
urer of Curry county, subject to Mr. Ogg said: "If a man will do
the wishes of the Democratic his part in Curry eounty on the
farm he will certainly succeed."
party.

For Treasurer
The News is authorized to
announce the candidacy of J
Simpson Morgan for the office
of Treasurer of Curry County
eubiect to the wishes of the
Democratic party.

For County Clerk.

Had You Noticed It?
The writer has been trying to
figure up how much time he has
lost waiting for other folks to
get out of his way at the post- office.

It's kinder queer isn't it,

how

cratic party.

For Sheriff.

V

The Art Instructor

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
CURRY COUNTY,

Susie Chastain,

NEW MEXICO

Plaintiff

VS.

I

Cray on, Oil, Water Color.

I

W. C. Chastain, Defendant
To the defendant, W. C. Chas
tain in the above suit:
You will take netiee that a
suit has been filed against you
in the District Court of the Fifth
Judicial District, Curry County,
New Mexico in which Susie
Chastain is Plaintiff and W. C.
Chastain is Defendant and numbered 964 on the docket of said
court.
You are further notified that
the general objects of said suit
are as follows: To secure a decree of divorce dissolving the
marriage relation existing between the plaintiff and the defendant, and to secure a further
order and decree of the court
changing the name of plaintiff
frim Susie Chastain to Susie
Warner.
You are further notified that
if you fail to appear or plead in
this cause on or before Mav 1st,
1916, judgment will be rendered
against you in said cause by de
fault and the plaintiff will apply
to the court for the relief sought
in the complaint here in.
W. A. Havener is the attorney
e
for the plaintiff, and his
and business address is
Clovis, New Mexico.
In witness whereof I have
hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said court this
21st day of February, 1916,
post-offic-

W. C.

seal

Zerwer,

County Clerk,
F 25--
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cause the way has been effectual Lay and Pay. $1.00 per 15,
The News is authorized to an ly blockaded by a big overgrown $2.50 per 50, $4.00 per 100. Visnounce the name of S. D. Dean man, or a pretty undergrown it our ranch or address
Robt Byrnes, Havener, N. M.
as a candidate for Sheriff of girl?
Curry county, subject to the
M.
Of course, it is all thoughtless
action of the democratic party ness, put tnougntiessness is
Land Wanted
Use your
awfully annoying.
buy
Will
one or two deeded
Move on. Move
think tank.
For Sheriff.
quarter
in Curry or
sections
We are authorized to announce on.
Counties;
Reosevelt
don't write
the name of D. L. Moye as
you can offer a bargain;
unless
to the
condidate for
$300 Coffee Mill
give full description and price in
office of Sheriff of Curry county
$iUl) cortee grinder is first letter.
a
35 4t
well
subject to the wishes of the
going some for Clovis. But then
I. B. Broyles,
Democratic party.
Clovis is a going some town, and
Plainview, Texas.
in order to keep up with her
For Commissioner
every
or lady- Free Land
We are authorized to announce merchant, as the case may be,
open
Land
for filing 12 to 15
the name of B. L. Hawk, of must go some. Its a Hobart
miles
Railroad,
from
for further
Grady, N. M. as candidate for Coffee Mill, the world's standard
W.
F.
information
see
Swartz or
Commissioner of Curry County with all the latest wrinkles. Two
871.
Phone
f
subject to the wishes of the hoppers, one a granulator, the
Democratic party.
other pulveriser; which is to say
I attend confinement cases,
that all you coffee drinkers can charges reasonable.
For Representative
have your coffee ground coarse
Dr. H. R. Gibson,
The News is hereby authorized or fine, all iaa jiffey, for it must
to announce the candidacy of be remembered that this coffee
Milton Reece for the office of grinder about which we are talk- BEST TONSORIAL WORK
State Representative, subject to ing is a golly whooping big one,
AT THE
the action of the Democratic that will grind barrels of coffee
pods per day, and all you have
Party of Curry County.
to do is just press a button, for
Crane & Williams, Props.
is
manipulated
electricity
with
t
For Tax Assessor
Oldest established shop in the
and smile while the machine does city
Baths always ready.
anThe News is authorized to
the work.
nounce the name of Ambrose
It bespeaks enterprise and
Ivy as a candidate for
thrift, common sense, and ap
to the office of Tax Assessor of preciation of his trade on the
Curry county, subject to the part of
the merchant who has inaction of the Democratic party.
stalled this modern, high power
coffee mill. A. S. Austin is as White & Cunningham, Props.
For Tax Assessor
All that the name signifies
happy over this mill as a girl is
The News is authorized to over her first real sweetheart.
Sanitary in every respect.
announce the candidacy ot W. And rightly so. You can see it
Baths. Join our list of
W. Mitchell for Assessor of at the Mo Jel grocery. It's a pip
customers.
Curry County, subject to the pin.
wishes of the Democratic party.
31-p-

t,

29-t-

Clovis Barber Shop

The Sanitary
Barber Shop.

regu-regul-

For Tax Assessor
lhe News

authorized to
announce the name of R. B.
(Uncle Dick) Alderson for Assessor of Curry County, subject
t the action of tho Democratic
is

Primaries.

For Commissioner

Arthur E. Curren

Poll Tax Notice
Poll tax is now due and should
be paid within the next thrity
(130) days.
The law provides

"That all

persons
(male) of the age of twenty one
years or over shall pay a poll tax
of one dollar for school purable-bodie-

LAND

d

poses."

This should be paid at an early
The News is authorized to an- date as the law provides that
nounce the name of J. W. Man- suit shall be brought against all
ning, of Hollene, for the office persons so delinquent.
Yours truly,
of Commissioner of Curry county
W. II. Taylor.
subject the action of the DemoClerk School Boar
cratic party.

j

LAVrLR

If yon cx;iect difficulty
in making proof, let mo
help you. Contest work
a specialty. Two years
Register of U. S. Land
Office. Eight years experience as U. S. Commissioner.

CLOVIS,

NEW MEXICO

....

Clovis.

New Mex.

The
First National Bank
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

Dr. W. B. Edwards
Physician and Surgeon
Office 116

S. Main St.
Phone 146.
Residence Antlers Hotel.
1--

2

R. R. DUNCAN
DENTIST

Depository for U. S. Postal Savings
State of New Mexico and
County of Curry.

Office Opposite P. O.
Phone!89.

CLoyis,

new;mex.

Clark & Wilmeth
LAWYERS
Will practice in all the courts.
Clovis,
N. Mex.

D. D.

Swear

The Leading Financial Institution
in the Upbuilding of Clovis
and Curry County.

ingin

of the Arm of Dr.. Presley A Swearingm

of Roiw.ll

will be in Clovis on 15th,' 16th,
17th of each month treating
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose

and Throat and Fitting Classes

FOR TOMBSTONES
See Miles & Harmon
give high grade goods and
reasonable prices.

OFFICERS
A. W. SKARDA. Cashier.
L. B. GREGG, A. Cashier.

S. J. BOYKIN. President
C. A. SCHEURICH. V. Pres.

We

MILES & HARMON
Box 763,
Clovis, N. M,

Notice of Contest

Notice For Publication

Ilepnitincnt of till Inti-t- l .r 1'nite.l Suit,.,
iv.3h:
.a,j
Oflire, r.irt Xurnnei N M.. January 17,
of llio Interior. 11. S. I.i x! OII'm-I'M',.
February.
M.
To
N.
NiH. M.
r.l ad,lre- ill TucuiiH-ariof ("Ions,
"
"
Notice is hen ly uiven that JmwH.Ti ml, I.', N M.. iVn.".;....:
You nr. hereby m, In,, I that Silas A. Ritlinir-tnof ("Intnl. N. M.. who. on February I. 1'Jl". made
l... slv.-- i llnwncr. N. M. a hi- entry serial no. HKW!H for ' UtltllH..niuU'iul
no.t.offlce
nil.lre-.- di.l
II..- -. mil,.
east uuarter. jlwiion III tuwinhili 5 m.rin.
in,, in 'hi o.H.-:v. E, New Mexico
P mwhltan him tiled no himlnly
i aMoo
1.
j
toc.ni.Mt surf
to mVil fin.l live yenr scire tin- ran.'.. II. ii ion of vour II. ...... a. i r..
tice of intention
SiTinl rilroof to putahii.ih elnlrn to the land n'ovi'ile-iiTilo- l try No.
made May .th.
N. K.
hefro W. .1. Curren. U.S. Commis- I'M,"., f..r S
,
Townsh.n .'! N..
Office in
Bldg.
sioner at his office In Clovis. N. M. on llatw.U K . N. M. I". Meridian, and an grounds
for hi r.inlest ho
tho 21st tlnv nt March llll'i.
that said entrym.n
Postoffice
h
never e.lnl.li.ihed reHenee on aaiil land,
Claimnnt name lirt witncs.ios:
F. and ha.- - wholly nl, mdoii. ,1 am.)
James N. Wall. John K. Wvatfnll. Jim-pan ,int,e dlf.
231
2G9 liurrtH ami Horace W. Hull, all .if t'l.u.l. N. M.
Office
of entry
H. I". Ilonohnu, Ili'iti'l"!-jounre. tlieret ire, further notilie. that the
nam allegation
Fob. If -- Mar. 17
will lie taken u
oiifoi!d,
your it. id entry will he c.n.-ih.reUi.r
without
further riirht to lie heard either
hefoi e thin ullli e or on atiiel. if you fail to
tile
in thin olliee vilhin
twenty ,jnv uft,.r the
(112.11
oi htii
iiulilieatlon
of
t hi.
0tl
Department of
Interior. U. P. I.nrol ..Hie. an
hown
your
Mow.
unanswer.
.t Tucumearl. N. M February 11th. l'.H'
der oath.
.erlti.ally
to theae
Nolle. J hereby given that Clarence (J. Alien :ill.'atwnof eonle.it,
tiutether with due proof
of llclleview. N. M.. who on Jan. 17. I'M", made that you have
served
a eoiy of your anawnr
Hom.stu.ti Entry. No. 012911. forSEl-i- . Heclioti on the Maid eon teHtant
DR. H. R. GIBSON
either
in person, or by
N. M. !'. registered
27, Township 1 North. iUnK.WE.itt.
mail.
Meridian, ha. filed nolle, of intention to make
You
atato in your answer tho nam.
Proof, to Mtahlish rlnim to the the post
live ysat
ollice to whirh
yon Uvslr. futur. no
land abov. deacriDMl, befor. W. J. Currun, tiee. to be
sent ui you,
II. S. Commissioner in hi oHIe. at Clovis. N. M.
all
A. J. Evan, llegi.t.r.
an th. 22nd day of March. 1918
Special
Unto of lira
publication
Jan. 2X, 1BIH
wllneaiwi:
Claimant
"
seeund
to
women.
Feb. , 1914
Wlllard H. Kin, Ira L. Coutl.r. A. L. Phlillpa
" " h,"i
"
Feb. II. I91
and 8. A. McMahan. allot Bellovlew.N M.
" fourth
"
PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE
Feb. IK. ljJltt
W
17
R. P. Donohou, Iteglster.
Dvpurlmoiit

tv

.

Eggs For Hatching
the periodicals,
Thompson's strain Barred
how many may be waiting to
get to their boxes, and can't be- Plymouth Rocks, that Weight,

fellow-merchan-

For terms see her at the
Woman's Exchange

No. 964
I

so many people will go lo tneir
postoffice boxes, get their mail.

We are authorized to announce and stand right
there for, oh
the name of W. C. Zerwer as
ever so long, looking over all
candidate for County Clerk, sub the letters and, perhaps many of
iect to the action of the demo
regardless of

Miss Eunice Elliott

Notice of Suit

Dr. J. B. Westerfield
Physician and Surgeon
Jackson
Opposite

Residence

Phone

W. A. Gillenwater

Notice for Publication

LAWYER

Clovis,

New Mexico

I.

Osteopath

if

Treats
diseases both acute
and chronic.
attention
given
diseases of

North Main Street
Office Phone 383. Res. 390.

Office 103

1--

nai..a.

2

Clovis,

New Mexico

DR. L. M. BIGGS

Socialist Mass Meeting
All Socialists are hereby notified that there will be a mass

Notice for Publication.
Iiep.rtment of lhe Interior. U S land offle. at
Ft Sumner. N. M Jan. Sth. IBM.
Nolle, la hereby aiven that Isaac H. Brasher

meeting of the Socialists of
of, Claud, N. M. who on March 1st. 1912
mid.
Curry County held in Clovis Oriirlnal Homestead
Kntry No OlOfnll. UK M 8K
Veterinary Surgeon
Saturday March the ,4th, 1916, a. T. 4 N. R F N. M. I. M. and on Oct Sfcth!
lOlii mad. Additional
Home. lead Entry No.
Clovis, N.M, for the purpose of nominating a nilMW for N W 3m. and NE 8e. . T. 4 N.
Phone 16.
County ticket for the coming R. K. N. M. I', M. ha. filed nolle, of Inuntkm
o mali.
year proof, to establish claim to
election, and to attend to other th. land thre.
abov. described before W. J. Currm.
matters pertaining to the cam- Unltl .State. Commissioner In hi. offlc. at
Clovia.
paign. The meeting will be held 1916. New Meiieo on th. Wih day of February
Physician & Surgeon
Claimant name. a. witnesses:
in the Yeoman Hall at 10 o'clock
Turner E.
llor.ee W. Bell. (Jeorao
a. m. All Socialists are urged II. 'almater. beanura.
of Claud. N. M. J.mes D. Crow
Office Opposite Postoffice
33 4t of T.xlcn, N .M.
to be present.
j n.F
A, J, Evan., Register.
J. W. Hunter.
E.
Sec. Clovis Local.
SC

1

3D

Dr. J. R. Haney

M. Chapman

DENTIST
Over First National Bank.
Phone 95.
New Mexico.
Clovis,

For LT'.nfl, sanitary plumbing thru will stand the test,

Dr. H. R. Gibson.

Notice for Publication.
Non Coal

land.

Department of th. Interior. U. S. I.sral
OfTcc
at Fort Sumner, N. M January mth, llllc.
Nollce is hen oy irlven dial l lie v MrMnlien
ef
Havener. N. M
ho.
n January !lih. It'll

made Homestead Kntry. No. (JU11.T
for SE Section 10. Township 2 ft.. Uaiute 31 K
p.
N.
Meridian, has til,, I notice or Inlemlon
to miike
Final three Year Proof, to establish
el.ilin lo tho
land alnvadewrilail, l.foro W. J.
Curren. U. 8.
Commissioner, in his nlll.-- nt Clovis, N. M
on
tho III. h day of February, l!illi.
'Tilmaht namen as witnesses- Dlirry V. Winn, Chester C. Mclle..
K
V
Stott.and Coral II. Her. in. all of Havener N M
A J- - KVANS'
J 14. F. IR.

107

V. J. HIVELY
Let us figure on your work
Board,
modern
tf.
house 220 N. Sheldon St.
J. W. Boyle.
Room

Geo. T. Wilson,
I have made special study of
diseases and disorders of women.
I know them from A to Z Knowing the ailments make their
tf.
treatment easy.

Plumbing
Work,..
plum

Have your old sewing machine
repaired and made equal to new.
Expert repairing.

and

Roasters and carving knives.
Barry Hardware Co.
If you have anything to sell or
trade, list with the Mansfield
We will trrat
Land Company.
f
you right.
t--

Money! Money!;
1
We want your farm
loans. Can handle
them on short notice.
See us

at once!

The
C
Mortgage
Union

Notice for Publication
1114:124

Department of the Interior, II. Land Ofilep
at Tucumcarl. New Mexico. February
lllh wis.
Notice Is hereby ,rlven that Janes A.
Smith of
Belleview. N M., who on March 24th 1UU,
mod.
Additional Homestead Entry. No. OH:24,
g 1.2
northeaal nuarter. Section 4. Township 7 north.
Range 8(1 east, N. M. I'. Meridian,
has filed nolieo
of intention to make final five year
Proof, to
est.l.llsh claim to tit. land above described,
r.
W. J. Curren. United State. CommlMioner.
at Clovia, New Mexico, on th. 2uih day of

fr

March 1916.
Claimant names as witnaiuwi:
James T. Tr.np. Preston P. Trow.r. William
Frayor and
A. McMnhan. all of ii.ll.-vl.N. M.

f

H.

P. Dnohoo. Renin.

4

Starting Right

HAS KEEN EYE FOR BUSINESS

Lincoln Locals

"How can I succeed?"
Is
constantly being: asked by every
normal man. "Oh, if some fairy
would but map out the way for
me," sighs many.
This writer does not claim to
be a Fairy; not even a
but he rises to say that this
matter of succeeding; is just a
plain, practical, common sense
proposition, backed by plenty of
grit and sticktuitiveness. Boil
the matter down, and you will
discover that there are just two
things, that and no more, that
are necessary to success, First,
Start right. Second, Continue
right, My boy, Adhere strictly,
consistently, persistently, doggedly to these two rules and you
will succeed. Simple, isn't it?
Thank you.

The literary was well attended One English Volunteer Policeman Whc
Probably Will Not Lose Much
Friday night.
By the War.
A party was given at the home
The foibles of his ally John Bull are
of Mrs. Sarah Trimble Saturday
even now not quite Invisible to the
night, all enjoyed a fine time.
'
Frenchman. And (he following atory
Mrs. Ike Brasher has been on of a special constable, or volunteer policeman, in Louden, is related not
the sick list for several days.
without malice by a Paris paper. Just
that it just makes a man sorry he didn't get wind of this
Preaching services were held after the last Zeppelin raid, when
pipe and cigarette smoke long, long ago. He counts it lost
the
orders against allowing lights were
at the Lincoln school house
time, quick as the goodness of Prince Albert gets firm set
very strict, this special was on duty
morning.
In one of the suburbs.
Every time
in his life I The patented process fixes that and cur's out
Mr, and Mrs. J. N. Watts and he saw a house that was letting Its
bite and parch I
lights shine too freely out of its winfamily took dinner at the Palma-tee- r dows
be knocked at the front door
Get on the
soon as you know how!
home last Sunday.
and called the attention of the houseUnderstand yourself how much youU like
holder
to
in
the
cases
rules
such
made
Onie Gilliland is helping Chas.
and provided and to the danger. And,
Palmateer spread straw over the as In becoming a special constable be
had not ceased to be a man of busiwheat.
ness, he not only railed attention to
A singing was given at the the badly shaded light, but suggested
Bennett home Sunday afternoon, a contrivance for subduing the illuThis contrivance, he said,
Rev. Etchison held preaching mination.
be had tried in his own house witb
the national joy smoke
services Sunday night.
the most satisfactory effect. All with
the
most
disinterested
Imaginable.
air
The Gilham young folks, of His next step was to draw
,
It stands to reason, doesnt it, that if men all over the
from his
Liberty,
attended preaching overcoat pocket a sample of the con
The Same Old Story
nation, all over the world,
trlvance itself, with the remark that
services Sunday.
Watch your step!
prefer P. A. that it must
he had just happenod to be carrying
This is a hurry, burly, bustJulius Palmateer has started It home to a particular friend who
It's taty to change the shap
have all the qualities to
ling, hustling, quick-steage in to the Pleasant Hill school.
and color of unsalable brand
had anked him to procure it. The
your fondestdesires?
satisfy
imitat
the
to
Prince
Albert
which we live.
We scarcely
result was that at the end of bis
tidy red tin, but it im impossible
Cutie Bill.
tour of duty he bud written down in
take time to eat, much less, "to
Men, get us right on Prince
to imitate the flavor of Prinea
a little note book a couple of hundred
Albert tobacco! The
be holy,"
I We tell you this
according to the
Albert
orders for the wonderful shade; which
"l
patented procett
Ruth Reporter
Scriptural injunction. It is the
tobacco will prove better
protect that!
meant that he was able to collect In
...
short cuts to success, the get
Sunday School was well at- commissions, at tho rate of a shilthan you can figure out,
ling a shade, a mutter of
5, or $26,
rich quick schemes, that inter- tended at Ruth Sunday.
so chummy and frait's
or, to put It magnificently In French
est most of us. The ox cart
grant and inviting all the
A large crowd from Ruth at coinage, 125 francs.
satisfied our forefathers, the tended the literary at Tera
time. Can't cost you more
HAD VISIT FROM APPARITION
prancing, dashing thoroughbred Blanco Saturday night.
than 5c or 10c to get your
horses were a long step ahear)
bearings!
Singing well attended Sunday Story of Telepathic Thought Transferor the ox team, and this satis
ence In Which British Soldier
Buy Princo Albtrt ovorywhoro
night at Prof. Thomas''
tobacco i moid in loppy red
fied for a time. But nothing
la Chief Actor.
bag; Set tidy rod tint, iOcr
Jake Bombarger has returned
short of a high power automohandiomo pound and
In the Evening News, London, apOklahoma,
Shawnee,
tin
where
from
humidoroandin that clotty
bile furnishes us "sweet satispears the following account of a telecryttal glato pound humidor
on
he
been
business.
has
with
top that
pathic
vision of a soldier at Kensal
faction" now.
:;.;
,');;:
BorHM III
S
Ap I tho tobacco in guch grmmt
,
fr.
by
N
Mr. and Mrs. G. R. Stout. Mr. Klna furnished to the paper by
trim
Are we growing weaker and
Williams, who received the story
'
.:.. S,
wiser, or faster and more fool- and Mrs. J. T. Stout, Mrs. Gable at first hand:
R. J. REYNOLDS
spent
Friday
A curious slory of telepathic thought
ish? The other day in Carlsbad, and Jessie Harris
TOBACCO COMPANY
transference accompanied by a glioBt-lono man was perhaps killed, two at the R. E. Sheridan home.
N. C.
vision Is reported on Rood authorT.
Stout is on the Jury at ity from Kensul Rise. Two or three
J.
others injured, an automobile
.....
'alt
.....i
'rrTiMk ma.
evenings ago a womun who lives in
demolished,
a farm waxon Clovis,
neighborhood heard a loud knockthat
smashed into kindling wood and
Wheat is looking fine in this ing at her front door. Sho opened It,
a mule killed, when the automo- part of the county.
J. E. Houchen, this week sold
Robert C. Dow, of the Pecos
F. G. Avery, who lives north
but nobody wns seen.
On returning to tho sitting room, two of his residence houses to Valley country, was up the first of Texico, was a pleasant caller
bile, in which the three men
The writer is not well so the however, she noticed dim figure in
Mrs. EfHe B. Winslow, of Inde part of the week in the interest at the News office Saturday.
were riding, ran into the wagon. news is scarce this week.
khaki standing at tho farther end.
Why this accident? One man
pendence Kansas, for $2000.00 of his candidacy for District At- Mr. Avery has lived on the
some
After
figure
seconds
this
melted
Grandpa.
away. The womun told her husbund, cash
was in
a hurry to catch the
Mrs. Winslow will move torney for the Gth Judicial Dis- Plains for the past seven years,
and tho next evening they received to Clovis for
outgoing train.
That's all.
the benefit of her trict. While in the city he made and he is well pleased, like mo3t
a visit from an old friend, a soldier
Better lie late and alive, than Death Claim Promptly Paid Just hack from tho front, to whom daughter's health.
everyone else.
the News office a pleasant call.
Not often, if ever do those
related tho incident. He asked
on time r.nd dead or maimed.
especially, who are in moderate at what time it happened. She told
t
seven exactly.
him at
circumstance", need money more
Improving His Home
"That's very strange," the soldier reTom Keagan, one of the suc- than in the hour when death marked, "for yesterday wlillo I was
crossing from Franco I looked nt my
cessful stock farmers, who has a comes into their homes. At that watch, and finding tho tlmn to bo
t
or
always,
is
more
time
there
good little ranch five miles east
seven said to myself, "I wonder
And what Mr. and .Mrs.
will say when
of town, is busy this week re- less, of extra expense.
i drop them a call this time tomorrow
modeling and otherwise improv- this comes often as a heavy tax evening?' "
ing his already good residence. upon many, and adds to the alOratory.
Among other things, he is hav- ready sore trials of the dark
A dlnnnr wns given by
certain
ing the house plastered and hour. Some extra, ready money Clpvoliinil
business oimuilzntion n few
time,
particular
just
this
at
pebble dashed. J. E. Humphrey
nifiliiB iigo, according to tlio Main
a local carpenter, is doing the comes as a little ray of sunshine nenlcr nf Hint city. Tlio toast lint
mimes of several eminent
work. When finished, this will into the desolute and dreary lives. people, tlio
ml tlio utloinlunce was very
New
exactly
is
the
what
That
mj one of the best country h )in?s
liirp'.
Mexico Mutual Life and Aid
The first speaker Introduced by the
in the county.
Association, or Clovis, did tor (oasiniaiiler was one of the lone windone of ou neighbors, this past ed vuiii ly. Twenty minutes Is the
nn
right lcui;th

Prince Albert is
such friendly tobacco

near-fair-

Sun-do- y

right-smoke-tra-

ck

W6E

ALlEEff

p

-

-

half-poun- d

snongc-moiaton-

..

Loon-ui-

d

.1.

i:

iSf'-

-

v- -

y

Winston-Sale-

j

half-pas-

We Have a Nice Line of
Spring Coats, Suits,
Skirts and Waists

half-pan-

1

-

week.
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WAr-rz-

;
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Read

the letter, which

explains itself, from Mrs. Skala
(hat cut ears in this issue of the

irx- - J

News,
Clovis. N. M
Feb. 18th, 19K5.
Mr. C. C. Raker.
Sec'y. New Mexico Mutual
Life & Aid Association,
Clovis, N. M.

Dear Sir:
I wish to acknowledge re
ceipt of $425.00 payment in full
of amount due on my husband's
membership in your Association,
and who died on February 16th,

for
bpeei li, if it is very Interesting or very
witty. Hut ul tin! end of fi.rty live
minutes thi. speuner was still oing
strong, and he wia Ijet.ii.niiiK to try
io pri'vu auuiciiiiiig uy columns 01
after-dinne-

r

BlnttStK s.
The Heeond speaker got hia henrt- lest upplause ut tlio end of ono niiuUto. He said:
"1 shall not detain you long.
In

listening to the remarks of the last
speaker I beg his pardon for not
remembering his m mo; it was given
us by tho toastmnslor, but that was
so long ago thai I have forgotten It."
That's as far as ho got.
Coffin.
Dob Has Silk-Line- d
Don, a beautiful collie dog belonging
to Miuft Ellen P. Mason, is dead, ac

cording to a dispatch from Nowport,
R. I. He wns run over by an electric
car, and many residents in tho villa
11)1(5.
colony will mourn his loss. His chief
I also want to thank you and pleasure was to p!ay in the pretty
the other members of the Asso- fountain in the grounds ol his mis
tress' estate in Hl udo Island avenue,
business like always
ciation for
begping to havo the water
manner with which this has turned on for his frolics.
Mr grave Is beneath an evergreen
been handled and your prompt
in
near the fountain. 11a had a silk lined
payment.
ness
making
tne
in
$nen you come to us you have the
coffin, and a suitable slab is being
I appreciate it all the more be made which will be simply
marked
assurancn thai your prescription!
will lie promptly and carefully conv cause it comes right now when Don."
Don II has now appeared on tho
pounded with fiesli, pure drups it is aeeded and will help me in scene. He Is a very young
Scotch colexpense

We Take Special Care
filling Prescriptions

the

meeting the unexpected

Wo

AIo Carry

Complete line

in connection with my husband's

at

Druggists' Sundries
Perfumes Toilet Articles
Candies,
W

Etc

want your trada and you will
just as represented.

find our goods

City Drug Store
S.

Main St.

Clovis. N.

M.

lie.

Among other graves of dogs marked

with slabs at Newport are those on the
burial.
estates of Mrs.
Onliicha,
Wishing you much success, I am Mrs. Genrgn n. DoHermann
Forest and Mrs.
Hoyal rhelpa Carroll.
Yours respectfully,
(Signed) Mrs. Alice B. Skala.
Thi Deceiver.
(The above is a copy of the Family Physician I am afraid, Mr.
letter we received from Mrs. (Jaybird, your husband cannot last
much longer. The trouble with your
Skala acknowledging receipt of husband,
madam, la
he has overpayment
which was made drawn bis account atthat
the
the bank el vitwo days after his death. tality.
Mrs. Gayblrd I felt an re ha was dePromptness in payment of claims
ceiving ma about something. Doctor,
is one of the main features of I rive you my word, I never knew he
bad any account there. Topeka
cur Association )

'

i
j

Everything in the New Shades and Styles
Going at Rock Bottom Prices!
Owing to the large number of hats
purchased in our Millinery department
at a great reduction, we are enabled to
offer you a reduction of 20 per cent on
all cash sales on hats above $4.00, and
10 percent on all cash sales from $2.00
to $4.00.
Do not fail to look over our line.
You will find just what you most need
a becoming and stylish hat. See us in
our new quarters.
Opposite the Southwestern Drug
Store. Next door to A. L. Gurley's
Office.

.Osborne

j&

Wright.

WOULDN'T

A Good Community

Of Course!

is

You are Going to Albuquerque
to help swell the crowd at the

CATTLEMEN'S
The Panhandle

CONVENTION

!

Southwestern Association meets there from March 7th until
March 10th, and the "Santa Fe" will give
you the service and the rate. Low rate
tickets on sale March 4th to 7th, inclusive
with return limit of March 13th. Ask
about it at the office, or telephone 156.
anoJ

Clovis Time Card
No. 22
No.

IU

(Kansas City Express)

--

Arrive 7:10 A.
Leave 7:45 A.
Leave 3:10 P.

M.

Arrive 7:35 A.
Leave 8:00 A.
Arrive 1:10 A.

M.
M.
M.

Arrive 6:30 A.

M.

M.
M

EST BOUND
N'i. 21
No. 117
No. 0;W

(The Missionary)
(From Kansas City)
NORTH BOUND
(From Pecos Valley)
SOUTH BOUND

No

937

No. 921
No. 933

Leave 8:10 A.

M.

Arrive 7:15 A.
Leave 7:35 A.

M.
M.

CUT-OF- F

(South from East)
(Texas Daily)

Consistency a Jewel

of health. Yet the benefit of
the doubt was given in favor of
For some days a gentleman,
the families of the community
with no intention of injuring
as against the interests of one
unyone, or in any way overstepindividual. There is a business
ping his rights, or even tne
is altogether destructive of
that
bounds of propriety, dumped
health,
wealth and happiness
several loads of manure on a vaAbout this there is positively no
cant lot or two that he owns in
question, yet some folks argue
Vie edge of town. Some neigh-lior- s
this business should be althat
living near objected. They
lowed,
or licensed to do business
;
in'elt that thi.-- refuse' would be
jurious to themselves and their in this country of ours. Per
haps some of these same folks
Tarvtilies.
who objected to the above menIt had been the intention of the
swner of the lots to distribute tioned fertilizer being dumped
on a vacant lot not for from
Shis fertilizer over the lots and
iplow it under, but as soon as it them, because it might breed
was made known to him that disease, did not object, but even
worked for the continuance of
Home were complaining, he burn-sk- !
that
other business that positiveit. He did not argue that as
ly destroys health, in Clovis,
'tee cwned the lots he could do as
'tc pleacc!, that his personal Consistency, thou arc a jewel.
,1itiberty was being interferred
A. B. Douglass, the successful
with. He realised that his own
,
' ictorests
r
and likes must be
of the
community, was ir. the
rude subservient to the interest
JMd welfare of the whole com- city Monday, wearing a smile
likfi a traveling rat in a cheese
munity.
He had just
In this case, there was some factory. Cause.
question, perhaps, as to whether discarded the broom tails and
his fertilizer was destructive buckboard for a Ford.
farmer-atockman-

Black-towe-

For sale: Good Jersey milk
cow with young heifer calf.
Cash or terms. J, H. Shepard,

"DC

j

2

ACHES!

plained how ho worked.
"I keep," he said, "two or three
miles tn the rear, and whon tho fighting is over, I rush to the battleQuld,
njuke quick sketches of various points
before the bodies and the debris have
yet been removed: and the soldier
who have taken part In the battle explain to mo tho positions anil the very
attitude of the fighters, often even
mimicking them before mo, and point-Inout on my sketch tho change I
ought to make."
What

Stumped

WE ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEE OUR WORK
WE ARE AGENTS FOR

Hamilton, Elgin and

Waltham

Watches

CrD
Everything; New and
-I-

te

N THE

JEWELRY

LINE!

CrD
" THE BEST

FOR LESS

"

Denhof Jewelry Company
aoc

30C
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Prize Offers from Leading Manufacturers
Book on patents. "Hints to Inventors." 'Inventions needed."
"Why some inventors fail." Send rough sketch or model for

search of Patent Office records. Our Mr. Greeley was formerly.
Acting Commissioner of Patents, and as such had full charge of
the U. S. Patent Office.

GREELEY. &M5INTIBE

Him.

the ingenuity of the schoolboy and
tho college man in answering examination questions In foreign IniiKuaxen.
but seldom has a hard pressed undergraduate displayed the Inventive
.-6 m
shown by Henry W. Savage when
Adits are 1.1uif f.il
miner in
his knowlcdgo nf French was put to
grouches.
the test In a
cafe some years
iign. According to George. Aile, who
Grouches produce ill temwas with him At the time. Savage
per and irritableness. and
pride Wniself on his French, lie had
Just succeeded by dint of the most Inthese hasten you to your
tenso sort of concentration In ordering
grave.
those
oysters known to
tho habitues of I'nris as being nmong
the oldest inhabitants. Then, Hushed
with victory, he niBlily decided to follow up his success by ordering some
horseradish. Tho French word for
For a very little we sell
had completely escaped
remedies that kill the aches
his memory. Nothing daunted, he beas soon as they appear.
came at once logical and Ingenious.
"Horse Is cheval." raid ho to Ade.
Is your health, your hap"and red is rouge all right, but I'm
damned If I can remember the French
piness, your life, worth this
word for 'lsh.' "
pen-In-

1

WASHINGTON,'

s

U-R-N-

T. C.

Union Barber Shop

EXT

R. H. SNELINGS, Proprietor.
Satisfaction guaranteed or whiskers cheerfully refunded!

-

copper-colore-

"horse-radish-

THE CURREN AGENCY
Fire Insurance
Automobile Forms.

"

Let tu write your Surety Bond
Phone 32 in

Anders Hotel Building, Clovis, N. M.

small investment?

Community Christmas.
The celebration of tho "community
Christmas" In this country originated
in a dinner table conversation of a
group of artists n New Yilrk some
years ago. One of the group, u young
man who had Just returned from study
In Germuny, was enthusiastic over the
coiiiui unity festivals there, ami the
transplanting of the celebration to
the I nlted State had it birth at that
tlmo. The tirst community Christmas
tree in this country was tho Madison
squure "Tree of Light" tn 11112; varl
ous factors in the life of New York
as a community contributed to tho ar
rangement and financing of tho tree.
Since then the custom has spread to
hundred of cities, towns and villages,
which have adapted the Idea to their
particular needs and circumstances,
and plan to make It a permanent establishment.
The custom has existed
In Germany for many years la. In
fact, an old Gorman tradition and

The
City Drug Store
The new store on South
Wain St.
Fhone 1GL

Good Clothes Help in Business
and Social Life
The new Spring line of
Made-to-Measu- re

Clothes
As Tailored

Gam
Destroy French Crop.
In certain parts of France the rapid

;

increase of game I threatening the
It has become necessary to
authorize the wholesale killing of rabcttjps.

bit,

!

deft- - and boars, and

In some
till mi nun fa

casos even of hares and
The sale of tho rabbit and boar has
been permitted, but the pheasant and
hare wore reserved for the ambulance and hospital. With the object of relieving the market, M. Jules
Mellne, French minister of agriculture, ba decided 'to allow (tie sale
of hare and pheasants.

By- -

Edward E. Strauss & Co.
Chicago's Big Merchant Tailors
is now on display.

We are ready to take your measure.
Let us show you.

ELDER'S TAILOR SHOP
CLOVIS,

!

Many Instances have boon quoted of

fat."

--

or fails to keep correct time,
we can repair it RIGHT

INCORPORATED

always possessed by the
well dressed man.

Finest

When Your Watch Goes
Dead

detaco-meri- t

An Air of Confidence,
is

301

French Officer Tell of Honesty nf
Creek Statesman When Hi Career
Wa Beginning.

appears at the head of this
article, we suspect evtry comA Krpiirh officer, now retired, win:
munity in Curry county, will
ao commanded a
rise up and say: "That's us." many year
of In fun try in the island of Crete,
Doubtless this epithet could be ays a ParlHlau journal, now shows
truthfully applied to every com with much pride tlx photograph of a
munity in the county, but the Creek statesman whom he knew in
that earlier time as tliu mayor of a
one wa have in mind at this small Cretan village. The ialand was
particular time, is the Union then lacking In roads and the commandant of the detachment
was
neighborhood.
charged with the construction of those
Thai word "union" has a sorti which were the
most necessary.
or magic about it, it appears to
Immediately the mayors of the;
neighboring villages came to see the
us, and the people of this parcommandant to persuade him to have
ticular neighborhood are not be the roads traverso their localities. Aclying ineir name.
They are customed to the morals of their Turkunited happy and prosperous. ish masters, they tendered this officer
varying from 2,000 to 3,000
They have good homes, good sums
francs. The officer refused these ofschools and good churches.
The fers. Alone of all bis colleagues M.
peace of the community is not Venizelos, then mayor of a little vil
made no offer to him and this
marred by petty jealousies, strife lage,
brought to him the friendship of the
and backbiting.
Happy con- commandant. One day this officer said
to M. Venixeles:
"You are a suffl
dition, this.
clently
man not only to be
It "was the good pleasure of honest, Intelligent
but to believe In the honesty
this writer to visit the Union it others. You will surely succeed."
community Sunday and speak to
a goodly number at the Union HOW BATTLES ARE PAINTED
church at 11 a. m. A most exDistinguished French Artist Follows
cellent Bible school is maintainTroop and Trie to Get Detail
ed here with A. L, King as the
en Canvas.
efficient
Mysuperintendent.
Franco, In order to preserve the
self and family dined with the acts of heroism of her soldiers, has
Davidsons, a family noted for sent many of her bust artists to the
them is Charles
its open hearted hospitality. front. Among
noted principally for his maThe day will be pleasantly re- rine paintings. To an Interviewer for
membered by us for a long time, Cartoons Magazine M. Fouquersy ex-

Clovis N. M.

(Pecos Valley Express)
VIA. LUBBOCK

that

.

L. R. CONARTY, Agent.

EAST BOUND
(Chicago Flyer)

When we use the caption,

STOOP 10 BKIBERf

NEW MEXICO.

The
Pay Office.
Here are some authentic examples
of letter received, lays the Remount
Herald, at tho British pay office from
soldier' wives. "Dear Sir: I have not
received any money since my husband
'a gone from nowhere." "Dear sir:
I thank you for remittance. You bave
changed my little boy Into a girl. Will
It make any difference T'
Valuable Ancient Helmet.
of th
king of England, ha In hi possession
helmet of the fifteenth century
which Is worth f 10,000. Only one other bclmot of the same period In per
feet condition la known to be In
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"SPEED UP!"

;!.. j,

to 60 minutes an hour
by taking the "grind'
out of typewriting !
nifo For here at last is the master

V'S AND

rapher to turn out MORE letters with less
effort In ths ordinary working day. The new
Royal Master-Mod"10" speeds up the day's
work and sets the pace that paysf
Built tor "Big Business" and its
Great Army of Expert Operator
These new features of the Royal add to the
el

sensitive f.nrycrs cf the typist, the one vital thing
typewriter subtracts speed!
The speed with brains behind it the
speed of the expert typist in the day's work.
Errorless speed is the kind of speed that counts.
Commonsense has punctured the illusion of the

that the

cid-siy-

ie

nil-d-

other kind.
Get the Facts
tfcn4forth" Royal
r.iun" and mk for a

Priet

SI
' 00

.r.

ay

T

Wi

DEMO NITRATION.
Or writ u dirtct
fur our mf

em'e,"nd
of fact
Typinr-tt- nl

book
on Touch
fr

to

L

typewriter oam.

-

ill

Sir Guy Laklng, armorer

??YAL JY.P.EWHTER COMPANY
Mc D. Nobles, Farweil,
--

- tt.

Txa
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CLOVIS LODGE DIRECTORY AND RELIABLE BUSINESS CONCERNS

LODGE DIRECTORY

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

THE COMMERCIAL HOTEL
S.

i!

J. Hobbs, Owner and Prop.

West Grand Ave.

Night Phone

at Masonic Hall.

R. L. Pryor, W. M.

27.

West Grand Avenue.

J. P. Denny, N. G.

Clovia Phone 392.
WAREHOUSES

CLOVIS,

Clovis Lodge B. P. O. E.
No. 1244.
at Elks

Next door to McFarlin's

Home

Luke Morton,

J. R. WALKER, Proprietor

No. 770.

Fresh and Cured Meats, Fruits
and VJtetables

Meets 2nd and 4th Monday nights at Praetorian Hall
B. M. Brizendine. Re?
A. S. Fuqua, S. A.

Fish and Oysters. A nice line of Pickles, Relishes and
Bottled Goods. Phone 123.

Clovis Council Praetorians

HIGHEST MARKET PRICE PAID FOR HIDES

FAR WELL.

WALKER'S MARKET

E. H. Robinson, Clerk.

C. C.

-

We sell Groceries and soicit your
Patronage. Best Foods, Lowest
Ca Phone 29.
Prices. - - -

Meets every 2nd a 4th Wednesday night
in Woodmen Hall.

Home Killed Meats Our Specialty. Fresh
Vegetables, Fish and Oysters in Season.

PORTALES.

A. B. Austin, Prop.

Whitetower Lodge
W. 0. W. No. 36.

HOUK BROS. Props.

-

MELROSE.

The Model Grocery

eyery 2nd and 4th
Wednesday night.
Fritz B. Herod. Secretary.

Meets

14.

Star Market

IN DRUGS"
"EVERYTHING
your
or
refunded"
guaranteed
"satisfaction

KODAKS,

Antlers Bldg.

Broom Corn Brokers

Meets every Thursday night at
Masonic Hall.
Luke Morton, Secretary.

i

John Prichard, E. R.
Phone

Phone 32.

A. J. Whiting, Secretary.

$hM
'v.V"nl

Manager Clovis Cemetery
Day

Meets every 1st and 3rd Tuesday night

I. O. O. F.
L.
Gurley Go.
A.
iMitik Clovis Lodge
No. 31

Undertaker & Embalmer

38.

We are Agents for Eight of the
BEST OLD LINE COMPANIES

0-

V yv

G. V. STEED
Phone

INSURANCE

a-m-n-4-

',,' s) V V

Clovis, N. M.

The Curren Agency

Clovis Lodge A. F. and

:yEV'i

Clean Rooms and Beds. First Class
Dining Service.
Prices Very Reasonable.

Good,

$

money
TALKING MACHINES, INDIAN GOODS, CURIOS. SOUVENIRS. BOOKS, STATIONERY,

CUT GLASS.

IVORY,

ETC.

The Southwestern Drug Company
Free Delivery

jiJL Stars

e

Telephone 58.

W. II. DUCKWORTH. Owner.
Wedeliver by Parcel Post, anything ordered from us in our line, when the order amounts to one dollar or more, and cash is sent with the order.

n

On Time Please

Antlers Hotel Arrivals

All Car Owners
Know This Garage
We

Do- -

All Kinds of Repair Work

er

WE ARE FULLY EQUIPPED FOR
ALL KINDS OF AUTO WORK.

Mission Garage
D. W. KING, Prop.

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.)

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

PLUMBING

UP-TO-DA- TE

!

s
We have with us a
plumber from
All work strictly guaranteed.
Roswell.
firl-clas-

WK SELL rilK LEADING M ANUFACTUKEKH

Cahill Iron Wks.,

N.

0.

n

Promptness and punctuality
are rare traits that every one
should cultivate. This old world
would jog along more smoothly
if every one would discharge his
or her own duty right on the dot.
This would even help the overforce. This
worked news-papweek for instance, a number of
items were brought into this office, just about the time we were
ready to go to press. Some of
these items had io be left out of
the paper, simply because we
did not have the time nor space
for them. We would have been
mighty glad to hare published
these matters of news' and
would have done so had we re
ceived them on time. Some of
the events occured early in the
week, yst we did not receive
the "writeup" unttil about noon
Friday.
Be on time please.

I can fix your clonk for $1.00.
Newton and M. D. Hub- Geo. T. Wilson, Expert Repairer
bard, who have made Clovis their
Raar CIjvh Nitio.ul Bn'.
headquarters for the past eight Phone 41
months left Sunday for Clayton,
Four pounds of bulk ginper
N. M.
snaps
for 25 cents.
Mrs. II. II. Downing and Mrs.
Model Grocery, Fone 29.
B. J. Norby passed
through
Buy you a misfit suit and sav
Clovis Thursday, for Melrose
from a pleasant visit with Mrs. several dollars.
H. B.U.
Norby's daughter, Mrs. B. J.
Hendrix at Elida.
4 good work horses for sale,
cheap. Inquire
Wanted

of for part of increase.
J. H. Hendrix, Cameron, N. M.
2t pd.

GOODS:

Nelson Co.,

Brown

Furniture Co.

Pocket knives and razors.
Barry Hardwere Co.

If you need glasses 1 can test
your eyes then you can get your
glasses here in Clovis at about
90 ft lot, east front, near depot Texico, N. M. With or with half the price a specialist would
charpe for the sarve.
out cottage. Address "owner,''
Dr. II R. Gibson.
care Clovis News.
For Sale

Kahler Co.
SEE US AND SAVE MONEY

Clovis Tin Shop, R. T. Holton, Prop. J
MMIHMMMMIHMHtMIWtMIIMWWHMSti
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All Kinds of Transfer Work Solicited.
STORAGE FREE !
First Class CAR SERVICE at All Times..
Phones 85 and 152.
Clovis, Nw Mexico.
P. 0. Box 544.

1

111

in

M&Mnfflifr

IF YOU ARE PERPLEXED
Come to us for advice and we will make YOUR PROBLEM
OUR PROBLEM. The COURTESIES OF OUR INSTITU-

TION are extended to everyone.

For sale: Good Jersey milk
cow with young heifer calf.
Cash or terms. J, H. Shepard,
Clovis N. M.

C. C.

A bunch of cows to take care

Davidson's Transfer and Storage

er

t-- f.

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

o;

Sla-to-

We overhaul your car when it gets
cranky and guarantee all magneto and
work.
We save you money on tires and other
supplies by paying the transportation
charges ourselves.
self-start-

Friday: Chas. N. King, Ama-rillC. T. Yeary, Amarillo; H.
F. Foy, Kansaa City; Dan W.
Johnson, Grady; W. A. Savage,
Tucumcari; A. Dougherty.
Texas; G. H. Jenkins, VV. M.
and G. C. Coatea.
Saturday: H. C. Tyler, and
John F. White, both of Clovis;
Nora Bads, Hollene; J. C. Berry,
Amarillo; G. C. Adair, Tucumcari.
Sunday:
E. C. Browden.
Wichita Falls, Texas; J. V.
Byrd, Oklahoma City; P. B,
Wright, St Joseph.
Monday: J. H. Bayse and wife
Hunt Winn, Cripple Creek, Colo.
T. Fort, Roswell; L. R. Hammond, Clovis; Joe Brasher, Will
McDaniel, W. S. Waldron, Ny.;
J. F. Hileman, Canyon, Texas;
Mrs Doose, Texico.
Tuesday: F. C. Hegman, Detroit; Edw Wyley, Ft Worth; W.
A. and G. E, McCants, Dallas;
R. D. Lee and E. A. Millikin,
both of Amarillo.
Wednesday: C. B. Barn and
wife and Mrs. Geo. E. O'Hara.
Clovis; L. E. Davis, C. A. Hatch.

Come In

We Want to Meet You

Glovis National Bank

I

"THE BANK THAT ACC0M0DA1ES"

fie

Central Meat Market

9

Houk, Keown and Wood, Props.

Fresh and Cured Meats
of all kinds.
Fresh Fish, Oysters and
Produce.

3

Phono No. 7.

Next Door to Postofllce.

t
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FOR GROWING ALFALFA

SOILS ADAPTED

A

J,

n

"CASCARETS" ACT
LI
No

LOVE AND

VFR

LAW

sick headache, biliousness,
bad taste or constipation
by morning.

box.
Get a
Are you kcoplng your bowela, liver,
and stomach rlean, pure and fresh
with Cascarets, or merely forcing a
passageway every few days with
Baits, Cathartic Pills, Castor Oil or

Purgative Waters?
Stop having a bowel

--

ft!

-

H

a h,:..

'1X

H

i

J,

Let

Cascarets thoroughly cleanse and regelate the stomach, remove the sour
and fermenting food and foul gases,
Uke the excess bile from the liver
and carry out of the system all the
constipated waste matter and poisons
la the bowels.
will make you
A. Cascaret
They work
feel great by morning.
while you sleep never gripe, sicken
or cause any Inconvenience, and cost
nly 10 cents a box from your store.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
have Headache, Biliousness, Coated
Tongue, Indigestion, Sour Stomach or
Constipation. Adr.

v.y

mm
mm
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wash-day- .

f

By Justine
(Copyright.

1916.

Wickersham
by W. Q. Chapman.)

"The day of your success, Ransom,

dear!"

'You hopeful helper and unconquerable optimist!" returned the brother
"Don't build your
of Nettle Balrd.
hopes too high. Instead, this may be
the day of my downfall."
O. never that, brother, dear!" cried
the loving sister, turning quite pale at
the set. anxious face ol nor Drotner.
"Nettle." he said xravely. "this is
the crisis. You know the unheard-o- f
sacrifices we have both gone through
to enable me to qualify for tne Mr.
You remember the years of starving
alone, waiting for clients who never
came. Finally there comes to me tbe
great Wyford case. The plaintiff is
poor, the fee contingent"
Put a little fortune If you win the

rase.

It has taken my last dollar to meet
Pop'a Opinion.
con
Arthur and I have promised the court costs and expenses,"
tinued Ransom. "And I am going to
to stand by each other.
Pa You're sitting on the sofa by lose the case."
Oh. Ransom!" uttered hit tlBter In
each other every time 1 pass the par-to- r
dire distress.
door.
"Yes, I feel certain of that. You
must never lisp what I am going to
RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
say to you, but Judge Allison is a disTo bill pint ol water add 1 ol. Bay Raa, a honest man and an unscrupulous Juros of
Oracle

1

s.ir

Strong, Healthy Young Alfalfa Plants Seed 8owed August 23, Plant
tographed May 10 Note Nodule on Roots.
(By J. T. BARLOW, New Mrxlro
of Agriculture.)

deep-roote-

water--

holding

SECRET

OF KEEPING

HENS SUCCESSFULLY
Good Ventilation and Dryness Are
Essential for Good Health
of Poultry Flock.
Keeping bens in fresh, reasonably
dry air Is one of the secrets of keepIn the hening them successfully.
house good ventilation and dryness
are so essential that the most skillful breeding, feeding and rearing
cannot make up for their lack. They
are among the fundamentals of good
husbandry wherever hens are kept,
and are very likely to be found together. At least It Is difficult to secure dryness without a generous
amount of fresh air. It has been
by scientists that hens
estimated
breathe more air per pound of live
weight than any other class of farm
animals.
bens will
Two hundred
breathe nearly three times as much
air as a cow weighing a thousand
pounds, yet tbey are kept In closely
Every
crowded sleeping quarters.
ben In the flock breathes out impurities that are poisonous to the others,
and she breathes In the impurities
given out by them unless there is
vontilation to carry away these
Impurities and furnish fresh air in
'.heir place.

Starting With Bees.
Plan to start lu the bee business
In eany spring it you own the land
vil ere working.

a

I

produce a crop of alfalfa on I
light sandy soil than on one of a hear
ler nature.
A very heavy clay soli la likewise
not the most suitable for growing alfalfa, because (1) the roots have mucb
difficulty in pushing down through the
heavy soil aud hence their feeding
area Is restricted; (2) drainage Is poor
In a heavy clay soil and the subsoil
may contain too much water for optimum plant growth; (3) heavy clay
soils are difficult to Irrigate, and II
the fields are not leveled properly,
when the irrigation water Is applied
it will stand In the low places and In
all probability kill the young alfalfa

Coll.' ter to

Although it is true, as most farmers
know, that alfalfa will grow and produce fairly prolltable crops on almost
any kind of soil, it is equally true that
oertaln soils are much better adapted
for growing alfalfa than others. Instead of trying to adapt our soils to a
particular crop, we should more often,
if possible, try to adapt our crops to
the soils that we have.
In selecting a suitable soil for a pro
posed alfalfa field we should bear In
mind that alfalfa Is a very
crop, it not boing uncommon to And
old alfalfa plants with roots 30 feet
or more in length. The alfalfa plant
Is also a very voracious feeder and
requires largo amounts of plant food
to produce maximum yields of crops.
ObviouBly, then, from the above points
the best soil for alfalfa Is a vory deep,
uniform and fertile soil containing
abundant plant-foomaterial.
These
conditions would best be found then
In our heavier sandy loams silt loams,
and very light clay loams.
A soil with too much sand, I. e., our
almost pure sands and very light sandy
loams, Ib not the bcRt for alfalfa because (1) of the difficulty of getting a
good stand of alfalfa due to the blowing of tho sand particles and cutting
off tho young plants near tho surface
of the ground as well as the uprooting of the plants. (2) Sandy soils are
very apt to be larking In avuilable
plant-foomaterial, particularly nitrogen, niul cHpoclally after a few years'
cropping. (3) Sundy soils do not hold
water well, i. e., thny have a low
capacity, due to several
factors, two of tho most Important of
which are tho caso with which the
water percolates away, and secondly
to the usually low content of humus
and organic matter. Other things boing equal, It takes more irrigation wa

Pho-

til box of Barbo Compound, and H
weak
Apply to the hair twice
Bntll it becomes the desired shade. Any druggist mb put tbls up or joy can nix It at
boss at very little cost. It will grmdutlly
stokes stressed, fsded grsy hair, sod
for falling
dandruft. It Is
kelrand will rusks harsh bslr soft aud glossy.
sticky er
Is
not
scalp,
the
color
will
Il
sol
greasy, aad does not rub oil. Adr.

For Protection of Hen,
The school commissioner of Caldwell, N. J., caused so much comment
by leaving an open umbrella on hie
front lawn for many days that he
anally bad to explain that It was a
hen,
protection for his
who was sitting out there, and not at
all amenable to suggestions that she
move.

ist."

me!" said Nettle.
The fact is notorious among those
who have suffered through his bought
I
and paid for unjtiBt decisions.
have been warned of this," pursued
Ransom gravely. "They say he will
never again be anointed to the
bench, but that the truth at to bit re- You shock

'

strong-minde-

Practical Application.
"When Josh got home from his education," said Farmer Corntossel, "he
started right in lustructin' me about
agriculture. So I didn't lose no time
to try him out."
"What did you doT"
plants.
"Bent him out to round up a swarm
Another thing to be avoided in se- of bees."
lecting an alfalfa soil Is an Impervi"Was the experiment successful T"
ous layer of "hardpan" a few feet be
"Borne. It didn't hurt the bees
low the surfuce. A layer of hardpan none, an' kep' Josh from gettin' in the
Is liable to cause a waterlogged soli way fur "most two weeks."
because it holds water very efficiently
and does not allow downward percolaVenison Prom Alaaka.
tion of the excess irrigation water.
Another great possibility of the fuThis Impervious layer also hinders ture of Alaska Is the raising of reinroot penetration vory materially.
deer for the United States markets.
Another factor of Importance is the I have visited the reindeer herds, and
depth of the water table bolow the the slaughter houses at Nome, where
stirfaco. Alfalfa roots cannot live for the deer are even now being killed,
The Witness Gave a Great Start.
any length of time in free water. II to be sent in cold storage to San Frantho water table is within a few feet ol cisco and Seattle. The shipping of
Jectlon may not come out, as he has
the surface, as soon as the alfalfa venison has already begun and the been
shrewd and clever in covering
roots reach this free water, the plants time Is not distant when fresh deer up
his nefarious deals."
begin to lose their vigor and vory meat from Alaska will he sold in all
"Ransom, It seems impossible- thnt
soon die. This Is due to the fnct that of our cities, Just as fresh Alaska salhigh servant of Justice could be thus
a
decay
diseased
and
roots
become
the
mon and halibut are sold today. Cor- influenced!"
in the free water and also because respondence of the ChrlHtlan Herald.
"Did you notice yesterday, Nnttlo."
powers
to
nro
feeding
restricted
their
proceeded Hansom, "thai when the opsuch a d"Rree that they cannot surIdea.
The
posing counsel tried to deny a point
vive.
Miss Flip Why nrx they objecting nf Inw I made the luduo sustained
Since nlfalfa Is usually planted with to this munitions business?
him, for It greatly wruki'tird my case
the Intention of growing tho crop on
Miss Fllto vaguely) I guess it Is
riulit. but I never
the same Hold for a long period ol because It is some sort of a shell I knew I was
dreamed thnt they would deny an es
years, the above factors phould be game.
tnhllnhed nolnt in lenal Jurisprudence.'
taken into consideration as much as
"But the judge gave you until this
selecting
a suitable soli for
possible In
Why Dads Co Dippy.
to submit your authorities in
our alfalfa field.
"Pa, was Joan of Arc Noah's wife?" morning
vnnr contention." surireHtnd Nettle.
(A moment lator):
"Yes, because he knew it woum ue
"Pa, does Ink come from the Mack
next to Impossible for me to prepare
LI
MEWATER
OF
USE
them on that prescribed limit of time.
The law library of tho bar associa
IN CLEANING CHURN
tion was closed. As you know, I have
watches the
few reference books myself. Besides,
it would have been an all night task
FOOD FACTS
I
up the
Information
gathering
What an M. D. Learned.
Essential in Butter Making to
needed."
"Oh. brother!" exclaimed Nettle, "I
See That All the Apparatus
physician down la
A prominent
forgot to tell you. When I was In the
experithrough
food
a
went
Georgia
Is Absolutely Clean.
gallery of the courtroom yesterday
ence which be makes public:
listening to your case, a beautiful
"It was my own experience that first young lady sat next to me.
Pennsylvania
(Dy E. 8. ANTHONY,
She
s
Grape-Nutfood;
Suite College.)
led me to advocate
seemed as interested at I was. And
After the butter Is taken from the and I also know from having
do you think it was?"
churn the latter should be rinsed out
it to convalescenti and other who
"How can I tell. Nettle?"
with warm water, and the rinsing fol- weak patients that this food It a won"It was Miss Honorla Adams. She
lowed by a thorough washing with derful rebullder and restorer of nerve
very hot water. The rinsing out with and brain tissue, as well as muscle. It Is a daughter of the dead Judge
warm water will remove any butter Improves tbe digestion and patients Ephralm Adams. Don't you know how
milk which may remain In the pores gain, Just at I did In ttrength and you admire hlraT I told her we had
hie portrait here at homo and how
of the wood. The hot water will re- weight, very rapidly.
you made him your model. She says
move any fat which may be left In
"1 wat In such a low state that
helpod her father a great deal In
she
churn.
the
I had to give up my work entirely and
It is never well to use soap powders go to the mountains, but two months his home legal work and loved still
When that
on the interior of the churn, but the there did not Improve me; in fact I the legal atmosphere.
point came up In your argument when
occasional use of a small amount Of wat not quite
I
left
when
at well at
dulry washing powder or llmewater It home. My food did not auttatn me tbe Judge demanded precedents, she
beneficial. To keep the churn sweet and It became plain that I must said that It was a pity you had not
availed yourself of the splendid law
and free from odors and taints a small change.
library her fathor bad left her."
hundful of lime placed in some water
and In
"I began to use drape-Nut- s
Nettle walked with her brother to
in tbe churn or in the Inst rinsing of
mile, and In
walk
could
a
two
weeks
I
courtroom, as she had done durvery
Is
the
very
It
Is
effective.
churn
the
Ave weeks returned to my borne and ing
the trial. Just at the door she met
essential In good butter making to see
again.
work
up
hard
practice, Uklng
that all apparatus used Is absolutely Since that time I have felt at well and a young lady bIbo entering the place,
who smiled, advancing and shook her
clean and freo from undesirable odors
strong at I ever did In my life.
hand.
and taints, as these are quickly ab"At a physician who teeks to help
"Ransom dear, this is the young
sorbed by the butter.
all sufferers I consider It a duty to lady I told you about Miss Adams."
Bake tbete facte public"
"I am glad and proud to meet you,
Shop.
when Miss Adams," said Ransom.
Trial 10 daya on 0 rape-Nut- s
"Your
A
farm shop It a
regular food does not teem to sus- father's works on law have been great
mighty handy thing and a time and the
wonders.
body
will work
sources ot help to me."
money saver. During the winter days tain the
"There's a Reason." Name given by
"Thank you," bowed the young lady
mucb repairing and fitting can be
Creek, Mich.
then she flushed slightly at she
and
done In a good shop that will tave Postnm Co., Battle
ssns tXtrrt A w
rrai
Cm
nn
"I hone you will pardon my
many a diy's time In the rush of the
aasware fraaa m l lim, Tbvy want
re
trae, aa4 fall ( haaaaa presumption but I wat so Interested
springtime.

T!Mlrut
pre-tcrlb-

faster

c.

-
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In your case that after ! got home
last evening I looked up the reference
You were
on the nolnt In dispute.
right and tbe Judge it wrong. I have

I

Rest Those Worn Nerves
Don't give up. When you feel
all unstrung, when family caret
teem too hard to bear, and back'
ache, dizzy headaches and Irregular kidney action mystify you, remember that lucb trouble often
come from weak kidneyt and It
may be Jhat you only need Doan't
Kidney l'illt to make you well.
Don't delay. Profit by other people'! experiences.

taken tbe liberty of bringing you a
memorandum of the authorities," and
the banded Ransom several folded
theett ot paper closely written over.
An hour later when the case wat
reviewed and Ransom cited bit authorities, the opposing counsel looked
flustered and the Judge positively
angry. The latter was more censorious
and unfair after that than ever, how
ever. Finally the attorney for the defense Introduced an unexpected wit
ness. He swore to Investigating certain points In the case, decidedly adverse to Ransom's client. From the
start Ransom discerned that the man
was a base porjurer.
He was unable to oppose any con
Tbe odds of
tradictory testimony.
knavery and falsehood were too many
for him, he realized. From that mo
ment Ransom was sure that the case
was lost.
He looked surprised at a bailiff
came from beyond the railing and
handed him a folded note Involuntarily be glanced up at the two young
From there
ladiot In the gallery.
his sister smiled and Mist Adams
Ranseemed to bow encouragingly.
som knew that the note must be from
the latter. He opened It. to read the
puzzling sentence'
"Ask the witness If he wat an In
vestigator five years since In the
Evans bribery case. Then tell him
that It all. Then say to the Judge
that you intend to recall tht witness
testimony.
In the
When the opposing attorney bad
completed hit questioning, Ransom
arose to his feet.
"Your honor," be spoke not sure of
his ground but resolving to obey this
"I wish
new friend of his extremity.
to ask the witness only one question.
Were you an Investigator In the
Evans bribery case?"
The witness gave a great start. Ills
face paled. He grasped the arms of
hit chair In which he tat to tteady
himself.
"Yes!" he choked out, like one under some fearful spell of terror.
"That Is all,'' bowed Ransom calm
ly. "Your honor I wish to announce
that I will recall thlr witness in tbe
testimony '
"Tbe Judge it 111!' cried a bailiff
and rushed to tbe side of tbe Jurist,
who had turned deathly pale, had
fainted suddenly on tbe bench,
The court was at.Journed In some
Tho next morning the
confusion.
Judge, looking tf though he had
passed a nlnht of intense suffering, an
had decided
nounced that the
to withdraw from the case and Judg
for the plaintiff, and
merit was
the latter and his giftod young attorney were rich men!
It was only when he had become
acquainted with Miss Adams that the
latter explained the mystery of her
fortuitous hint.
"It must never come out," she tald.
"for It Is a secret, but I recalled a
case where my father had told me
Judge Allison had accepted a large
Your allusion to It causod
bribe.
him to fear that the truth would come
out. For once at least he was obliged
to decide n case fairly."
And, w' i they had become still
Hansom Balrd
better nciii'alnted,
asked Honorla Adams the sweetest
query human lips can frame: "Will
you become my wife?" She did not
say "Nay."
NO CHANCE
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Eighth
Bi., Canon City,
Colo., says: "For
or four
veara. I had rhfU- matlc pains, dropsy and kidney com.
Medlclna
didn't help me aod
I was told I
couldn't live. M y
body swelled badl
and the pains were
so bad, I couldn't
walk across the
111

thrti

plaint

Pi

ney Pills oured ma and my kidneys
nave since Been in gooa euay.
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Liquor and Drug Addictions
scientific course of mediation.
cured by
only place in Colorado where the
Genuine Keeley Remedies art administered.
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Satisfactory Explanation.
Paul Revere bad Just made hit thrilling ride.
"But If you bad gone In an automobile you could have made better time
than on the horse," suggested a friend.
"Not at all," replied the hero. "I
would bare been stopped every few
minutes while rural constables took
my number."
Fllre Rellevod kr First Apntlrsiton
Aatmrad lasio hash ? HAio lilNTMSNT.tae
naMi (or all furs, ol fllos. UrOof Ui
nlTrl
alaaSawaer IMS falls. Ma.

Weary Willie In 1916.
"I Just made free resolution fur
1916, an' goln' to keep every one ot
them."
"Ye ain't resolved to go to work,
hev yo, Bill?"
"No. My resolutions are dese: In
1916 I ain't goln' to drink champagne,
take milk baths or put up at de
when I'm In New York."
Undeserved Punishment.
"Qadswortb Is suffering from a p4
etiological Jag," said the first citizen
of a dry town.
"What do you mean by that?" asked
tbe second citizen.
"He spent three hours last night In
a vain attempt to locate a quart of
liquor."
"WellT"
"And this morning be woke up with
a headache."

The famous Oneida Community Par Plate Silverware FREE with

AGREEMENT

SKINNER'S

Very Evident That These Russian Men
of Letters Could Have Nothing
at All in Common.

j

was

Stossov, the Russlnn critic,
once arguing with Turgenev, the
novellHt. whoso ruther sunercillous altitude toward tho art of young
Russia Infuriated thn critic.
At last tho novelist, wearied with
what he called "this chewing of dried
graBB," showed signs of yielding to
Stnssov's onslaughts.
"Now, I see you agree with roe,'
cried Stassov In triumph.
This acted like the dart planted in
the hide of the weary or reluctant
bull. Acordlng to Rosa Newmarch,
Turgenev sprang from his chair and
shuffled on hit gouty, bandaged foct te
the window.
"Agree with you, Indeed!" be answered. "If I felt I was beginning to
think like you 1 should fling open the
window (here he suited the action to
the word) and scream to the passers
by, 'Take me to a lunatic asylum! I
agree with Stassov!'"

MACARONI or

SPAGHETTI

Rus-ftln-

-

Cook this delicious,health-fu- l,
economical food often,
live better at less cost and

at the same time save signature of Paul F. Skinner
on each package. The signatures are valuable and
will obtain you beautiful
silverware absolutely free.

Drop us a postal asking

for free particulars and we
will reply by return mail,

sending you, in addition,
book
a handsome
of recipes.
36-pa- ge

SKINNER MFG. CO.
Omaha, Neb.

Work of Qhoult Frustrated.
Tar Lwgai Mocnmni factory ha Amwricm
A gruesome mystery recalling tbe
ghoulish days when "body matching"
was rife, is reported from Athlone,
Ireland. The body of a young woman
wat recently laid to rest in the family
Notwithplot at Klltoom graveyard.
standing that the burial ground Is
within sight of the public road and
nearly opposite a police barrack, a dastardly attempt to remove the corpse
mm.. Timst WisuMar
wat slmost successful. Not alone was SPi.singir.Gray&C
coffin
tbe
wat
removed,
but
earth
the
V
partially lifted, and when the outrage Davis, Eleotrlo Lights
apparent
that
the
wat detected It wat
and Starter, 25 H. P.
perpetrators had been In- Oraalaet hill ellmtwr; It to 10 nlleo oa I f alios
(aaollna. I0.UJ0 nllea oa one aot of Una.
terrupted In their unnatural and
iiewart flpdomtr, on man mvhalr lop, lot
work. The coffin wat atandlng la. wbael Iwm, JSl I nob ilraa, weight l.ouo
IfjrrZ Dutrlbutora too Colorado,
upright In the grave. The sanitary of- poniida.
flaw afsitoo, Wyosalof aod Wasters Nabraaka.
ficer wat notified and the coffin wat
The Colorado Cartercar Co.
again Interred.
Deaver, Colerade
1636 Broadway
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The Likeness.
"Your dog reminds me of my but
band."
"In what wayT"
"He growlt with inch evident enjoyment whenever ha bat a bona to
ptck."

LIVE AQENT9 WANTED

PATENTSS

R.ralfmaa,Waak
HuoUlrM. lilila
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sood vcrywhra
(lursntl
ohn.
AmatllW'tt'a.,Amarlllo.TfS.
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W. N. U DENVER, NO.

SUDAN tlHANH has mad
Is
Crriur now, whll i.--

THE CLOVIS NEWS

WOMEN FIGHTERS IN AUSTRIAN

RANKS

These two Auslnau women have served in the army of their country
loce the outbreak of the war and have been In many battles. One of them
was a schoolteacher and the other a student In the University of Vienna.

1

film tins the authorities point out
It would be extremely dangerous

SOU
in
.u

that

pler than New York. The Kronen upot
whom they preyed were not aa cun
ning as their American sister and
were apt pupils In the art of robbery
under tbe Influence of drugs, so the
expatriated crook simply gave him'
self up to
life of ease, with very
little necessity to resort to violence
except In an occasional fight with
those of bis kind.
Tbe drug habit spread rapidly
among the women. From opium smok
ing they quickly passed to cocaine
snuffing and ether drinking, until now
It la a rarity In that class to And any
body not addicted to some drug.
But with the war came a new de
velopment of the traffic. China. India
and Egypt, where the authorities hsd
been suppressing tbe opium and hash
Ish bablt, offered an illimitable field
of operations. The film-tildua was
hit upon and the ring got to work in
short order.
Women Taught to 8mok Opium,
The restriction of night clubs In
London, where for two . ears women
of the better class had been following
tbe erase of ragtime, raised a demand
for some other sort of palliative .'or
the depression of wa', so the "ring"
came Into play again. Houses In Soho
and flats In Inconspicuous parts of the
west end were taken and fitted up In
luxurious style, and the same methods
of touting which were so successful
when the "chemin ds for" craze was in
vogue In London were again employed
Parties were made up to see an
opium Joint. The more suggestion ol
the Orient was enough to appeal to
women suffering from abnormal depression after the excitement of gam
bling and night clubs. They went to
see. Tbe furnishings of the place with
their attractive divans and suave at
tendants were attract'ons In them
selves. The operation of transform
ing the pasty opium to a puffy choo
olate and then rolling it intt a HttU
pellet ready for smoking was In ltsell
a process of Interest.
'Just try one whiff." After murmurlngs and objections and tho UBual
rigmarole about It being harmful an
swered by the stock phrase, "Why, I
have been smoking It for years and II
has never hurt me," the victim usu
ally tried.
After the first plunge the rest wan
easy. Any fit of depression was
seized as an excuse to try the pipe.

for
them to open every tin, thereby run
ning the risk of spoiling Invaluable
films on the mere chance that they
contained opium. They say they would
require almost absolute proof beforo
J1.IL.I1
they would take such a step.
Recently, however, the police In the
London docks have nipped several atTO
tempts to ship opium out of the coun
try fraudulently In barrels containing
checsus or grease. 8everal Chinese
Many London Society Folk Re have been prosecuted and fined, but
tho fines were Immaterial and tbe
ported Addicted to Pipe and
Chinese only minor factors In tbe
game.
Other Drug Habits.
London Authorities Alarmed.
Hut tho society erase for drug Ink
TRAFFIC IS HARD TO CHECK Ing is spreading so rapidly, particular
ly among the better-claswomen, thut
MRS. CAMERON KAY
a new dangerous social factor has
Ring, Whose Operations Ara V,orld-Wid- arisen with which the authorities are
seriously concerned. Means of gra- Unchecked by Law Use
pllng with It are now being discussed
Film Tins to
but the suppression of the vice will
Smuggle Into the Unitrequire the paBsago of new laws glv
ed States.
ing the police greater powors than
they now possess.
London. A craze of opium smoking
A few years ago the
and the exfeimlvo uho of other drugs, habit, and particularly opium smoking.
Including cocaine, heroin and ether, was comparatively rare in England,
hieccntly been taken up by London save among the Chinese along the
women of means and many In society docks In tho Enst end and a small
and actresses as well,
number of American crooks who freEagerness to alleviate the terrible quented dens in the same neighbor
depression caused by the war has led hood, lly a system of exchange of
many cultured women to seek the con- Intelligence the American dope fiends
solation of drugs, and this desire has know Just where to go when they arbeen cultivated and exploited by s rived In London and wanted their
ring composed largely of Americans, "hop." Like homing plgoons they
who maintain opium dens on a luxurl made directly for Llmehouse cause
oua scale In the West end.
way, near the docks. It lo a narrow,
The activities of the ring are not horrible, darknomo street, where lights
confined to Kngland. It Is n serious are few and shadows many. It is not
buHlnuss organization, world-widIn a nice place lo visit alone. The houses
its ramifications. Managed by half a are of the
kind, broken here
dozen principals it maintains eMail and there by dingy shop fronts. On
agencies
throughout the L'aut the left is the haven of the Americans.
llshed
particularly In China and India, and It Is run by a Chinese whose name Is
also all over the Pulled States, with known to every American opium fiend
headquarters in Now York. It Is large' from New York to 8an Francisco. For
ly Imported into New York by means years It has been the mecca of pipe
of personal smuggling. One of the fiends visiting London. Tho Interior
favorite methods of smuggling Is to Is as dingy as the exterior. Several
conceal the opium in tins containing rooms are lined with rude bunks and
moving picture Dims, which are not the dim light or the oil lamps shows
Mrs. Cameron Kay recently became
likely to be opened or to be even filthy paper and a faded cheap chrouio
the bride of Cameron Kay, brother ol
under suspicion. The films ore shipped or two.
Mrs. Thomas F. Gore, wlge of the sen
to certain firms who also conduct Dim
The Chinese who runs the place Is
trading agencies, but the drug scheme, of uncertain age. He might be sixty, ator from Oklahoma, nefore her mar
riage she was Miss Laura Iverson ol
as may be imagined. Is the hugely soventy or one hundred. With
Brooklyn.
profitable side of the venture. These
slippers he pads about from
oplumed films have been shipped In room to room giving to each customer
largo quantities to New York and up his proper degree of attention. He FINDS HER LOST DAUGHTER
to the present ha' e escaped detoctlon. never forgets a patron and in some
Traffic Hard to Cheek.
mysterious manner keeps In touch Etta Bollonerno of Chicago Prefers
Working as Domestic to
Another means employed is to have with all their movements and happen
Her Home.
the opium rooktJ In pellets ready for Ings. Mow he does It no one has been
use. Thousands of these pellots can be able to fathom because be has never
Morton, Wis. Etta Bollonerno, the
and are carried In the dresses or cloth- been known to leave the narrow pre
girl for whom a
ing of passengers to New York and cincts of his own narrow street. Per fourteen-year-olaafely delivered to the headquarters haps It Is because his world comes to country-widsearch has been made
from her
of the ring there.
him. Yet, like some Chinese Mortar). since her disappearance
home In Chicago a year ago, has been
The men composing the rlne have ty, be seems to be the center of
found here working as a domestic.
extonslve acquaintance, and It la not web whose fibers never loosen.
exaggeration to say that during the
The Identity of the girl was discor
Hsven for Expatriated Crooks.
red by 8heriff John Sleep of Waukelast few months scarcely a steamship
Where Is Morris M.7" he was asked
to her
sha county and communicate
has left this side for New York with- one night
out one or more carriers of opium
Oh, he South Africa, Joburg this mother. Mrs. Anna Bollonerno. at Chicago.
board. Stranded Americans have fre- week, next week Cape Town."
quently been employed, aa the differWhat's become of 8.T" mentioning
The girl would give no reason for
ence In price between opium here and the name of a man who bad been cut leaving home. She said she went diIn America enables the ring to give ting a auspicious dash around the rectly to Milwaukee from Chicago and
s
pass- West end hotels.
the curriers not only a
there procured the position In h
age, but also a good sum of money beYou no heart He went back New home of former Shorlff Peter SnyaT
sides. From what has been learned York. Pinched, forgery; doing three- - here, where she was employed.
Mrs. nollonerno came here and too
the ring has bad great luck with Its year stretch. He gavo me bad check
carriers," who have all got through
forty-twher daughter to Chicago. The tnotaer
dollars."
safely with the "goods."
Another venture, and the Informa- la a widow and reputed to be wealthy.
gJu" authorities, who are aware of tion was promptly forthcoming
that
the existence of the "ring," have the the man was dead, and so, question MARRIED BY FAKE PREACHER
greatest difficulties In coping with the after question about various American
situation, becnuse opium smoking and dope fiends, from crooks to actors and
Couple Have Knot Tied
drug taking are not prohibited under actresses: this man never was at a Pennsylvania
Again After Discovering
the English law. Opium and similar Ions to tell whether they were living
the Fraud.
drugs are not supposed to be sold in or dead, well or 111, poor or prosperEngland save through a physician's ous. In the present state of affairs
Reading; Pa. 8ylvester Rose, an
certificate end the seller must keep a this queer character looms large In
engineer, and wife, formerly
electrical
rocord of the sale and the name and socurlng opium for the ring.
Arnold, a Reading girl,
Helen
Elsie
address of the purchaser, but these
flut the clientele In the older dsys were remarried here by a civil ceredifficulties have been surmounted by was small. Now It is large It began mony. When
the license was issued
means of "tame" druggists and "re- to grow when the Rosenthal murder
Rose explained that he and Miss Ar
liable' wholesalers.
caused many New York gunmen and nold were married four years ago in
On the question of export, from other criminals to emigrate to London.
Cleveland. O.. tholr present home, by
which the ring at present receives the These undesirables brought with them a man supposed to be a minister.
greatest profit, the only means of pros- their usual theories about gaining a
A few days ago the supposed cler
ecution Is under the merchandise act. livelihood. Save that they found that gyman was convicted of fraudulently
and then only If a false manifest Is gun play was dangerous In Loudon, posing as such and performing Illegal
found to have been used.
and that knifing was much safer, the marriages. They then came east toi
In the caae of opium shipped In majority of them found London sim a awnnri wnddine.
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BEON EIOT WATER
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by royal proclamation

sits In tho United States house of rep
rescntatlves. He is J. Kuhio Kala
ntunaole, delegate to congress from
Hawaii. Ha Is
cousin of the late
King Kalakaua and Queen Lllluoka
lanl, and during their reign was a
member of the Interior department of
Hawaii.
During the roll call of the house
laughter usually ripples through tho
galleries when the clerk in measured
tones calls the name of the gentle
man from Hawaii, but It Is nevor In'
dulged In by follow membors, who
have learned to consider him prince
of good fellows aa well as one of royal
degree.
Always happy, always smiling, always smoking that's the print o, who,
because of bis affability and rotundity, Is sometimes called "Cupid" among
his Intimates In the house cloakroom.
His eyos are always twinkling, his
smile la ever present, his cigarette leaves a constant trail of smoke behind
him.
There Is nothing superficial or useless about his urbanity. By It the
prince manages to interest representatives from KanBus to Maine In his
Island, with the result that Hawaii Is usually up for attention whenever
Kaluulanaole feels called upon to act.
Congressmen and friends of Katanlanaole address him as "Prince," Just
the same as childhood Intimates might say "Hello, Mike." It Is remarkable
how democratic "prince" can sound when applied with familiarity.

-

wJ

AT LAST HE IS A PEER
Gibed at for years by Americans
because he abandoned the land of his
birth and became a citizen of Great
nritaln, William Waldorf Astor placidly went bis way, hobnobbing with
royalty and nobility and drawing his
Income from the vast estates accumulated by his ancestors In the United
States. Now, at last, he has achieved
his ambition, for the king of England
has made him a peer. He has been
created a baron and has taken the
title of Baron Astor of Hover Castle.
This Is the first time an Araorlcan-bor- n
r
man has been raised to the Brit- tBh peerage, and it Is presumably the
result of Astor s lavish contributions
to the British war relief funds. Ho
always has beon a liberal contributor
V
A.
when money was being raised In England for any national purpose.
W llllara Waldorf Astor was born In
New York In 1848, the son of John Jacob Astor. In 1878 he married Miss
Mary Dahlgren. He has two sons and
daughter. He was a member of
the New York state legislature twice and was American minister to Italy
irom mm to JH85. Four years later h left the United States to live in
England, becoming a naturalized Englishman, His daughters-in-laare tho
Langhorne siBters. famous for their beauty.
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J. to. C. SMITH'S LITTLE JOKE
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Saya glass of hot water wit
phosphate before breakfast
washes out polsona.

SMILING PRINCE FROM HAWAII

A

J. M. C. Smith, representative
from Michigan, is not by any means a
frivolous man, but he does enjoy a
joke now and then. Not long after he
entered congress he "put one over"
on the folks In the White House. One
of the president's secretaries called
I
g
!f
k0
It"
the Michigan man at his office and re
quested him to come to the White
House at twelve o'clock to see Mr
William Taft on a mutter of moment.
Smith suspected that the matter
was something he didn't wish to du- clare himself on Just them, so he said:
res, Indeed; that s an opportune
hour. I have a couple of friends here
visiting me and we'll ull drop around
and Just stay for lunch." Then be
hung up the receiver.
The Tafts weren't expecting com
pany that day, and like as not didn't
have a thing In the house, and the
SsSU-iJ Idea of two or three extra plates on
ue table caused treat commotion.
Happily, however. It was simply Smith's way of being comical, and he bad no
idea of going to the White House at all.
In his younger days Smith was a carpenter, and afterwards a lawyer.
When he was trying hit first lsw case a lawyer on the other side made a
motion for a new trial. "Second the motion," aaid Smith.
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FITZGERALD'S

WICKED SIMIAN

This Is the story of Representative Fltxgerald of New York and a
ringtail squealer whose wickedness
hat made the congressman tbe defendant In a suit for $1,000 damages.
Representative
Fitzgerald didn't

know much about ringtail squealers
until two years ago, when somebody
made him a present of the animal
with which this story deals while Mr.
Fitzgerald was on a visit to Panama.
Since then, however, his education
has been completed.
The ringtail squealer is described
In the dictionary as a "species of ape,"
etc. The complaint filed against Rep
resentative Fitzgerald alleges the ringtail squealer, the cause of the suit
Was of a "malicious, vicious, ferocious.
mischievous, dangerous and unmanage
able disposition, and In order to make
sure that nothing had been omitted,
adds "and possessed ot other vicious
propensities."
The plaintiff Is a Mrs. Burch. who resides near tbe New York lira engine
house In which Fits, as the squealer was called, made bis home. She
tlleges that Fits used to make his way Into hor back yard and that on one
of these visits he entered her apartment and scratched and bit her ontU
bti husband came to tbe rescue
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If you wake up with a bad taste, bad
breath and tongue Is coated; If your
head la dull or aching; if what you eat
sours and forms gas and acid In stoat-ach- ,
or you are bilious, constipated,
nervous, sallow and can't get feeling
Just right, begin drinking phosphate!
hot water. Drink before breakfast,
glass of real hot water with a
of limestone phosphate la It
This will flush tba poisons and toslna
from stomach, liver, kidneys and bowels and cleanse, sweeten and purify
the entire alimentary tract Do your
Inside bathing immediately upon arising In the morning to wash out of the
system all the previous day's poisonous waste, gases and sour bile befors
putting more food Into the stomach-T- o
feel like young folks feel; Ilka
you felt before your blood, nerves and
muscles became loaded with body
get from your druggist ar
storekeeper a quarter pound of
phosphate which is Inexpensive
and almost tasteless, except for a
sourish tinge which Is not unpleasaat
Just as soap and hot water act oa
the skin, cleansing, sweetening and
freshening, so hot water and limestone phosphate act on the stomach,
liver, kidneys and bowels. Man and
women who are usually constipated.
bilious, headachy or have any stomach
disordor should begin this Inside bathing before breakfast They ara as
sured they will bocome real cranks est
the subject shortly. Adv.
e

Specification Needed.
The Colonel
here, Berrybaa-tonl Are you the confounded scoaav
drel that broke Into my henhouse the
other night?
Dunno, sua.
Brother Berrybutton
whuddor I Is or nut, twell you-al- l specifies what nlgbt 'twuz. Judge.

ENDS DYSPEPSIA
IIIUIUI.UIIUII 1
Tape's Diapepsin" cures sick,
sour stomachs

in five

minutes

Time It!
"Really does" put bad stomachs la
order "really does" overcome Indigestion, dyspepsia, gas, heartburn and
sourness In five minutes that Just
that makes Pape's Diapepsin the largest selling stomach regulator la Us
world. If what you eat ferments 1st
stubborn lumps, you belch gas sad
eructate sour, undigested food aa4
acid; head Is dizzy and aches; breath,
foul; tongue coated; your Insldes flU4
with bile and Indigestible waste, re
member tbe moment "Pape's Dlapes- sln" comes In contact with the stomach
til such distress vanishes. It's truly
astonishing almost marvelous, aa4
the Joy Is Its harmlessness.
A large
t
case of Pape's Diapepsin will give you a hundred dollars
worth of satisfaction.
It's worth Its wolght In gold to mm
and women who can't get their stoat-ach- s
regulated. It belongs In roar
homo should always be kept handy
In case of sick, sour, upset stomach,
during the day or at nlgbt. It's tha
quickest, surest and most harmless
stomach doctor In '.be world. Adv.
fifty-cen-

Seemed Longer.
"How long has Colonel Bluegrass
beon In the city?"
"Oh, about a week."
"Why, he talked to me aa If ha
bad been here at least tlx mcntha."
"You forget. This town It 'dry.'
A

DRUGGIST'S
REMEDY

FAVORITE KIDNEY
FIXED KIM

Fifteen years tgo I had an sttaek af
scuts kidney trouble. I consulted s physi-

cian who gave me medicine which ewiy relieved me for s time. AfWr diecoatiamsag
his medicine my trouble retimed aa severe as before.
Hiving heard of Swamp-Roo- t
I fa
a trial and can honestly state that three
dollar bottlet cured me, sever having as
sickness in fifteen years. I have soM Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Ross a draggist tar
many years and can give it the very best
sf recommendations at all times.
You are tt liberty to ass this sUtcsasat
toy time yon wish.
Respectfully,
W. C. SUMMERS.
121 Central Ave.
Kansas City, Kaav
With Orsnd View Drug Co.
I
State of Kansas
County of Wyandotte I
On this 11th day of Aorurt. IK.
tonally appeared before me, W. C. Boas-mer- e,
who subscribed to the withta etot
merit snd made oath that the same hi tras
in substance and in fact.

CHARLES TATLSON,
Notary Public
Prove What Swamp-RoWill Da Par Yea
twnd ten crnta to Dr. Kilmer
Binshamton. N. Y.. for a aamnU hm bat
tle. It will convince anvone. Yoa wig
alto receive a booklet ot valuable iniof-mntiotellins about the kidnevi and blad
der. When writing, be dure and meatiaa
Regular fiftv-ren- t
thia paper.
and
dollar site bottles for sale at all drag
stores. Adv.
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Time to Move,
llronks wants to sublet his apatfc
meat."
Why, he called It the Ideal plaea."
'I know, but tha Janitor doesn't Uha
the way be parts his hair." Juda.

Milton Reece
For Representative
The announcement of Milton
Reece tor Representative, which
occur in ti.is paper, come? as a
plea.-asurprise to his groat
and admirers
s
host of
over the entire county.
Rev. Keece has been a resident of New Mexico for nearly
sixteen years, and a citizen of
Clovis Lr nearly four years. He
hi always teen a student and
hence he is
c ireful observer,
well acquainted with the needs
of our people. He is a man of
more than average abili'y, and
fearless in the advocacy of what
he conceives to be right. He
stands foursquare for the pro
hibition of the liquor traffic and
says: "I am in politics until every
saloon in New Mexico is put out
of bu?;ness." With L. C. Mers
felder in the upper house, and
Miiton Reece in the lower house,
we predict "there'll be something doing," for Curry county.
fri-iid-

J. W. Manning
For Commissioner
Manning, whose announcement appears in this
week's issue of the News for
Commissioner of Curry county,
has resided in the county for the
past nine years, and is therefore
well qualified to know the needs
of the county. He is a staunch
Democrat, having always voted
the ticket and worked for the
interests of the party. He is a
r
of the
practical
llollene neighborhood, and if
electtd to the office for which
he is a candidate, proposes to do
his duty fearlessly.

J.

rV.

stock-farme-

Ambrose Ivy For Assessor
Mr. Ambrose Ivy,

whose

an-

nouncement appears in this
to Assessor
paper for
county,
a
is
Curry
of
active Democrat. He has filled
his present office for about five
years, efficiently and consistently. He is one of the earliest
settlers in the county, and has
labored early and late for the
development of Clovis and Curry
county.
life-lon- g

Local and Personal
w

Mrs. C. B. Coltharp of Texico
as shopping in Clovis Thursday.
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J. O. Landon, of the Union
neighborhood, was in town on Sacred Heart
Catholic Church
business Monday.
Sunday. Feb. 27.
Try that washing fluid at the
Woman's Exchange. You will
At 9 a. m. Mass. Sermon on
usa no other.
"The Church and the Bible,"
T. B. Davidson returned Thurs- and Benediction.
At 7:30 p. m. explanation of
day from Kansas City where he
the Catholic Doctrine regarding
sold a car of fat steers.
the Trinity und the Creation and
Percolators and Casseroles.
Government of the World. The
Barry Hardware Co.
object of thtse Instructions is to
Boston brown bread, every put Catholicism in a better light
Saturday at the Woman's Ex- for those who wish to know.
Theo. Meyer, 0. F. M.
2t pd
change.
Rector.
Roy Connaly and wife, C. W.
Harris and wife, of Portales,
Christian Church
were bu siness visitors in Clovis
Thursday.
February 27th.
"The Little Smart Shop" Sunday School 10 a. m. ComSpring opening Saturday March munion and Preaching at 11 a. m.
Miss Daisy Rainbolt.
Subject: "I was glad when they
4th.
See the pretty caps and dresses said unto me, Let us go into the
for infants and small children. house of the Lord."
Christian Endeavor 0:15 p. in.
At the Woman's Exchange.
Preaching
Subject:
at 7:30"What does Christ offer me?"
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Lee of
You are cordially invited to all
north of town are the proud our services.
parents of a baby boy born the
C. VV. Lambert. Minister
19 th.
2t-p- d

Four pounds of bulk ginger
snaps for 2i cents. Model Grocery Co. Fone 29.
Miss Sailio G. Bryant of Por
tales, was in Clovis Sunday the
guest of Mrs. C. W. Lambert
and Mrs. J. II. Shepard.

WJjf

ill

Mr. Mitchell.

New Telephone Exchange
While it has not yet been officially announced by the Moun-

tain States Telephone and Telegraph Company, the news has
leaked out that Clovis is soon to
have a modern, fire proof, brick
building to be built by the company. They are said to be negotiating for a location on Main
Street and that in t ho event they
fail to secure this they will erect
the building on Grand Avenue.
C. C. Baker, Secretary and
Manager of the New Mexico
Mutual Life and Aid Association,
and H. E. Baker. General Organizer for the Company, have
secured an automobile and the
organizer is visiting every section of Curry county as fast as
he can in behalf of the Association. He is meeting with deserved success in this laudable
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Doit's Rear Axle
An automobile moves by power being applied to its rear wheels.
In turning corners the outside wheels must naturally travel further
and faster than the inside wheels.
To permit this without loss of power automobile engineers have
provided a series of rather complicated gears, so arranged as to
always allow the outside rear wheel to run free when corners are

turned. These gears are located in the center of the bousing WMcn supports me
axle shaft.
grara procurable and by double heat
There are eight of these grars ranging
treating each part
of an inch fare to 1 f,
in size irom
inches. The pressure coming on these
gets silence in his rear axle by supDoit
gears runs Into tons. The load carried
porting these gears and theii shafts on
by the little
inch gears is as heavy as 6 sets of the finest ball and roller bearthat carried by the big ones.
ings that money will buy. The result m
All of these gears must be held in pera rear axle that is as nearly perfect as
fect mesh or the axle will be noisy.
engineering skill can make it. Like every
Port puts strength into his rear axle bv other part of the Dort car the Dort rear
axle is built for all kinds of hard use.
using the finest chronic nickel steel

Inveitigate the Dort before you buy a car.

Electric Starting and Lighting

Demountable Rims
Fully Equipped

QSjSWfcBMfc-gHg- W
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First Methodist Church

this Sunday.
February 27 is to be a red
letter day at the Methodist
Church. At the evening service
there will be special music and
The Jackman Dry Goods Co. addresses by several noted local
have been busy opening up their speakers. At this service we
will take euoacriptions for our
stock of goods this week.
new
church.
Judge James A. Hall, one of
Money you will save by
We invite all our friends to be the leading attorneys of For
your watch repaired by J. M.
with us
assist us in this ser- tales, was in Clovis on legal
Why pay more?
tf. vice. Aand
Hook.
cordial invitation to all, business Monday.
W. J. Martin of the Fairfield
J. H. Mtsser, Pastor.
Fancy caps and aprons, home
communing;' was transacting
decorations
and embroideries.
business in Clovis Wednesday.
Episcopal Church
At the Woman's Exchange.
bread,
fresh
(Kev. D. A. Sanford, Pastor)
every day.
At the Woman's
Morning service with sermon
Exchange.
Subject: "Self
at 11 a. ni.
J. A. Oden one of the big cattle Denial in Following Christ."
men of Texas was a business visAll are cordially invited.
itor in Clovis Wednesday.

Miifer Motor Co.

Home-bake-

2t-p-

fi::!.sr;r-
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and

doughnuts,
Cookies,
pickles and chow chow at the

For Sale

Lot 9. Block 33, North Park
.tddii ion. This is a desirable lot
Commissioner W. H Doughton facing on Main Street, and will
reports that he saw a big lobo be sacrificed to the highest and
wotf a few miles wert of town hst bidder. Address the owner
as h came in Wednesday. This Box 17G, Knoxville, Tenn.
4 t
ii a rare sight in th sp parts.
Womai ' F.xchanve.

2t-p-

d

2t-p-

his Ford. Mrs. Doose, who has
been ill for some time, was placed
under the care of a local physician.
Clovis Le and Bottling Works
is now open and ready for your
orders;. G. A. Campbell.
Harry L. Otr, one of the solid
young stock farmers, of the
Grady communtiy, was in the
city the first of the week disposing of some of that good feed he
grew on his farm ii.tt year.
Don't forget Saturday, the 4th
is our millinery spring opi ning,
and on that day we will have a
beautiful line of silk afternoon
and evenir.r dres.es on display.
One Day Only.
"T!;e Little Smart Shop."'
Mis3 Daisy Kiinbolt.
who recently
F. L Frary.
if.oved .to Lurry County irom
Kansas, is Retting Waited right,
by getting a dandy good bunch
of Durham heifers around him.
lie purchased this bunch from
Dunn and Harrison, of Farwell,
through their local representative at Clovis, J. H. Shepard.

Evening and afternoon dresses
at our millinery
opening Saturday 4th. All of
unusual beauty. We are pricing
them very attractively and invite you to come in early and
see the n before the line is
broken.
undertaking.
"The Little Smart Shop."
Miss Daisy Rainbolt.
For Sale Span of good young
Irons, heater and
good
Electric
horses, also
yojng mare.
cooking vessels.
C. T. Kirby. 721 E. Bent,
Barry Hardware Co.
Clovis. N.M.
tf
will be on display

-

Rally Day of the Methodists

Masquerade Social
R. J. Duke, one of the subcounty,
the
of
Assessor
farmers
stantial
Mitchel
For
W.
W.
The masquerade social in the
The subject of this sketch, VV. was in the city Friday, and basement of the Christian church
plunked down a silver last Tuenday evening: was quite
W. Mitchell, hails from Georgia, while here
52
osea o this paper a success. More than 100 young
wheel
for
his
Georgia
as
at least he claims
people wera present to enjoy the
being born and Next!
home state,
reared to young; manhood near J. VV. Parrott of Texico brought event, and they enjoyed themAthens Ga. He later moved to Mrs. J. P. Doose over Monday in selves too. Light refreshments
Birmingham Ala., where he was
engaged in the mercantile business for 18 years and unfortu
nately met with financial reverses during the money panics,
and moved to Curry county abo ut
S years ago.
He is known as an honest, upright an d conscientious man and
no man need have any fear of
casting his ballot for other than
an honest man when voting for

ti
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OGG & BOSS CAFE
The Leading Eating House in Clovis.
Meals in the City for Only

were served, and th- neat little
sum of $12 was realized which
will be used by the Young
Peop'e's Society of the Christian
Kndeavor in fitting up the base
ment of the church more fully
for social gatherings and other
work of the church.
-

Best

25c

And They Married
First of the week Miss Ruth

Regular 50c Meal.

Downing and a young Mr,
Givenf. both of Melrose, came
into Clovis post haste, and after
making a fruitless effort to procure the necessary marriage
license hen, rushed on to
Texas. Meering with the
same sad disappointment tliere,
they were soon flying to Ama-rillTexas and there, in some
way. this yiuag couple senired
the necessary papers and the
proper authority and were made

Short Orders that are short in price and long
in eatables. Open all day and all night.
Come in any time, day or night.

Far-wel- l.

o,

Prompt and courteous service. Eat here one
time and you will always have that
'
"come again feeling"

one.

The happy pair returned home
immediately, and we presume,
wai1 forgiven by all concerned.
The objection, as we understand
to this match was the youngness
of the participants.

Try and see. Follow the crowds to 220 South
Main Street, to Clovis' most popular
Eating House!

Misfit suits, pants, odd coats
and vests. Bargains at
H.

Bil'a.

When down town shopping stop at Parish Candy
Kitchen for your luncheon.

OGG & BOSS CAFE

Land For Sale
Two half sections two and one
half miles northwest of Clovis.
W. B. Davis, Box 353.

4t pd.

25.

L.

